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Abstract  

This report provides evidence of positive outcomes of unsuccessful bids for the 

Olympic and Paralympic Games. Current literature focuses heavily on the legacy from 

hosting sporting events, with little coverage of the impacts experienced from the 

bidding process. Many cities and regions have competed to host these top tier events 

with little achievement, or only with success after several times though the cycle. While 

the International Olympic Committee has given the bid legacies increasing attention in 

its materials forwarded to Applicant Cities, little research has fully delved into the topic. 

This research project uses three case study cities: Manchester, Chicago and Istanbul 

to further explore this topic and employs archive research and semi-structured 

interviews to ascertain both the tangible and intangible legacies of failed Olympic bids. 

Data was collected during 2016-17 and the results build upon existing literature, 

particularly the work of Lauermann (2014, 2016a, 2016b, 2017) and demonstrate that, 

depending on the initial motivation for the bid, positive outcomes are possible. We 

argue that in several areas such as community, promotion, urban, infrastructure, 

hosting capacity, sport networks and social capital legacies are possible, but not 

automatic for failed bid cities. The findings of the research will be useful for the IOC 

as it aims to increase the volume of future bids, but also for potential host cities who 

may wish to maximise their bidding experience.  

 

Key words: failed bids; Olympic bid; bid legacy; legacy; mega event.  
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Executive Summary 

Background to the study 

The study was commissioned through the 2016-17 IOC Advanced Olympic Research 

Programme and specifically aimed to explore whether bidding for the Olympic Games, 

but failing, left any positive legacies in the bidding cities. The study was partially 

motivated by a paradoxical phenomenon in Olympic Bidding: 

 The overall number of cities bidding for the Games is decreasing, including a 

number of high profile recent withdrawals.  

 New entrants are still attracted to bidding for the Games and there remains a 

small number of ‘serial bidders’. 

 

The purpose of the research 

The main purpose of the research was to understand the legacies of failed bids within 

three cities: Manchester, Chicago and Istanbul. Cases were selected based on their 

already recognised positive legacies (Manchester), a recent one-off bid (Chicago) and 

a serial bidder (Istanbul). The research aimed to provide the IOC with some evidence 

of positive legacies in order to help recruit future bidders, but also to better understand 

how cities use bids in order to achieve other policy goals.  

There is an emergent field of academic literature in the subject of failed bid legacy 

which, in brief, suggests that cities can gain a multitude of benefits from bidding, 

including: political, urban, social, environmental, economic, sporting and infrastructural 

legacies. However, the literature also notes that positive legacies are not automatic, 

nor necessarily positive and that instead building positive outcomes depend on the 

initial motivation of the bid and also the ability of the bid committee to continue to have 

influence once the bidding process is complete.  

The literature considers that bids can be classified into types, according to the initial 

motivation behind the bid. Bids can be considered ‘Instrumental’ in that their primary 

goal is to win the right to host the Games, or ‘Utilitarian’ where the main propose of 

the bid is to achieve other city-level benefits. Initial academic inquiry also indicates 

that there are some advantages in terms of future event hosting by becoming serial 

bidders.  

The portfolio of literature that concerns single failed bids is continuing to grow, but 

published comparative studies are limited to perhaps one author: John Lauermann. 

Lauermann’s work focuses mainly on the policy and urban governance aspects of 

failed bids and contends that the temporary and speculative nature of Olympic bids 

and bid committees enables urban elites’ agendas and permits a more entrepreneurial 

policy programme in a risk-managed environment.  
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Methods 

Data collection occurred in two phases and followed an iterative design. First, 

document analysis of bid books, local press coverage and official documents took 

place in order to build timelines for each case study and also to identify key research 

participants and gauge public opinion related to the bids in each city. Following the 

document research a series of semi-structured interviews (N=33) were carried out in-

city with members of bid teams, opposition groups, sports administrators, politicians 

and industry representatives. Interviews were translated where necessary, transcribed 

and open-coded. Ethical clearance was gained from the Principal Investigator’s 

university and interview data was anonymised.  

 

Overview of the Findings 

There are numerous positive legacies that are common across all three cities. First, in 

some way sport receives a boost. In Manchester and Istanbul the serial bidder status 

of each city, with the full backing of the respective NOCs, meant a spotlight was shone 

on both nations’ sport policies. Both saw increased spending and improved 

performance in elite sport, with Istanbul also benefiting from enhanced doping control 

and the permanent adoption of experts that were brought in to support the bids. In 

Chicago, attention was given to the creation of a new sports organisation: World Sport 

Chicago, while aimed to promote participatory Olympic sport within the city.  

All cities underwent a level of intrinsic evaluation following their defeat in the bidding 

process. In all cases, this led to the re-imagining of priorities and also the scrutiny of 

what each city does well and what it does not. In Manchester, this ultimately meant 

the realignment of the event strategy away from mega events and towards major 

events. In Istanbul and Chicago, this was more related to how each marketed itself 

internationally. As a result of the failed bids, both cities have clarified and streamlined 

their internationalisation agendas.  

A third positive legacy was the development of an event programme. Chicago has 

focused on exhibition matches, drafts and cultural events, whereas Manchester and 

Istanbul developed extensive sport event strategies with considerable success. 

Manchester used major events as a more realistic way of achieving its policy 

objectives, whereas Istanbul has done so to demonstrate its ability to eventually host 

the Olympic Games. 

The data reveals that bids can be important tools for bringing together groups, 

especially the private and public sectors, which may have previously been in conflict, 

through a shared sense of civic pride. Results from these partnerships have included 

progressive environmental policies, infrastructural development and mass 

transportation advancements. 

One area that has perhaps been overlooked in previous studies is the ability of a failed 

bid, unlike a successful bid, to develop the political capital of individual members of 

the bid teams. Clearly, this is possibly only a positive legacy for those individuals. In 

addition, failed bids seem to lead to a level of permanence for the network that is put 
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together to form the bid. In successful cities this network is frequently dismantled as 

expertise is brought in to deliver the event.  

Negative legacies were less common and usually case-specific. Manchester and 

Chicago (most likely) removed themselves from the Olympic bidding arena and hence 

were lost to the IOC as potential bidding cities. However, this occurred for different 

reasons. The British Olympic Association’s switch from Manchester to London as its 

preferred bidder resulted from an organic process, significant learning and from 

Manchester diverting its attention to other events. Chicago is unlikely to bid again and 

can cite a strained relationship with its NOC as a negative legacy of the bid.  

Significant to Chicago were legacies relating to land purchase and labour relations. 

Both issues were directly related to the bid and have yet to be resolved. These issues, 

and the bid more generally, have also led to the empowerment of community groups. 

While the strengthening of local democracy should not be considered a negative 

outcome, from city elites’ and the IOC’s perspective, this fits within the recent theme 

of negative public attitudes towards the Olympic Games in some Western cities. 

Interestingly, while it has declined to some extent, the appetite and support for the 

Olympic Movement appears to have stayed relatively strong in Istanbul.   

 

Recommendations 

As a result of the study, the following recommendations are made: 

 

To the IOC: 

 Build upon the rhetoric of Agenda 2020 and ensure that the bidding process 

becomes cheaper, more transparent and more attractive.  

 

 Many respondents felt that the voting process needs to have increase transparency 

and a reduction in political tactics. Cities should be provided with a clearer 

understanding regarding their chances. This could also include making the voting 

public in order to boost public trust. The voting process should not alienate cities 

from bidding again.  

 

 There is a need for bid process reforms and overall the process needs to be less 

expensive. Interviewees felt that there should also be the opportunity for cities to 

be more creative in the bidding process, enabling them to showcase more fully 

their unique selling points. 

 

 Opportunities for post-bid learning should be enhanced. Interviewees felt that a 

process of detailed feedback, debriefing and coaching towards future bids would 

be highly beneficial.  
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 Building upon the point above, the co-ordination and collaboration between failed 

bid cities and the IOC was considered desirable and this should occur throughout 

the bidding process and also after the result of the bid. 

 

To potential applicants: 

 Olympic Bids can bring positive outcomes to the city, but these are not automatic 

and require a clear vision of how the bid fits within existing policy programmes. 

Bids can act as catalysts for existing programmes or permit more speculative policy 

options to rise to the top of the agenda. Hence, if positive outcomes are sought, 

skilful bidding committees are required to achieve them. 

 

 Consider speculative bids. There is good evidence that speculative bids can help 

build expertise and capacity, not just in terms of sport event hosting. In addition, 

the chances of a successful bid increase through repeated bidding.  

 

 Engage local community groups from the outset. Anti-Games movements are 

notable and often arise due to groups being disenfranchised prior to event bidding. 

The bid frequently provides a voice to such groups.  
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1.0 Introduction 

 

Since the contest for the 2004 Olympic and Paralympic Games, there has been a 

steady decline in the number of candidate and applicant cities bidding to host the 

events. Following a period of increasing popularity which peaked at a total of ten 

candidate and applicant cities for the 2004 Games, the contests for the 2020 and 2024 

events attracted five and six bids respectively, with notable withdrawals during the 

candidature phase. This period of decline has coincided with increasing costs 

associated with bidding (both imposed by the International Olympic Committee and 

due to the previous increase in demand for the Games) in a worsening economic 

climate, along with the International Olympic Committee’s requirement that the 

expenditures associated with hosting the Games are underwritten by host 

governments. In essence, the cost of bidding has escalated, if successful the costs of 

hosting have increased exponentially yet, despite the general decline in bidding, new 

cities and previous candidates continue to return to the process, suggesting legacy 

benefits of unsuccessful bids. 

There is a notable lack of literature that specifically explores the legacies of failed 

Olympic Bids. Aside from a handful of studies that are detailed in Section 2 below, 

reference to the impact of failed bids is usually located within broader studies that 

explore wider issues relating to urban governance. These studies make a compelling 

case for further research into the legacies of failed bids as they document potential 

legacies gained from participating in the bidding process and point to the importance 

of considering how bid promises could be fulfilled even in the event of a failed bid. 

Successful or not, there is increasing evidence that failed bids can stimulate 

infrastructural improvements on potential host cities, that the bidding process can 

contribute to the shaping and legitimisation of interests within cities, and force interest 

groups into conversations that would otherwise not take place. The studies also 

suggest both positive and negative outcomes for sport as a result of unsuccessful bids.  

In order to detail the legacy benefits of failed bids, the study also draws upon three 

further bodies of literature and each is elaborated upon in Section 2 below. These are 

the growing body of literature on leveraging mega-events, event legacy and the 

already established field of urban governance, the latter of which has been studied 

extensively, although theoretical accounts of urban governance in relation to sports 

events remain relatively light-touch.  

This research explores the outcomes of failed bidding in three cities: Manchester 

(1992, 1996, 2000), Chicago (2016) and Istanbul (2000, 2004, 2008, 2012, 2020). 

Each city has unsuccessfully bid for the Olympic Games on separate occasions and 

faced strong resistance to bids from their local residents. However, all three case study 

cities have achieved some degree of success in subsequently attracting 'lower-tier' 

sports events, including the Commonwealth Games and World Indoor Athletics 

Championships to name a few. 

This research asks the following primary research question: 
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Are there any benefits, or legacies, achieved by cities who unsuccessfully bid for the 

Olympic Games?  More specifically a) what are the different types of event bid legacies 

that are accrued by failed bidders, b) how are they impacted by the city’s political 

environment (i.e., context), and c) how do bid legacies change in multiple bid situations 

over time?  
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2.0 Academic Significance of the Research 

  

This research broadly aims to determine what is left behind by an unsuccessful bid for 

the Olympic Games and in doing so it also enables cities to maximise the positive 

bidding legacies available to them. 

 

2.1 Leveraging 

The literature surrounding mega-events has grown exponentially in recent years, with 

a strong critique developing that largely outlines the negative consequences of hosting 

(Lenskyj, 2000; 2002). Coverage has centred on a range of emergent themes, 

including the effects of hosting on local residents (see Watt, 2013), the unintended 

negative outcomes of hosting (Preuss, 2007) and the financial legacy/burden placed 

on host cities and nations (see for example Baade & Matheson, 2002). More recently, 

studies have taken Chalip’s (2006) concept of event leveraging as their starting point 

and explored the ways in which strategies and tactics are implemented prior to and 

during an event in order to ‘lever’ desired outcomes as approaches to bidding become 

less ad-hoc in nature and more linked to public policies in potential host nations. 

Studies focusing on both positive and negative sport event legacies have also 

heightened in popularity (e.g. Leopkey & Parent, 2012). 

Automatic outcomes of hosting are generally considered to relate to the substantial 

investment in capital projects such as increased tourism, urban regeneration and 

sporting legacies, and also those outcomes that cause significant social effects (both 

positive and negative). It is anticipated that these will be less apparent in failed 

candidate cities due to the absence of large scale infrastructure projects that are 

precipitated by successful bids. Instead, the focus is much more on the process and 

outcomes of the strategic leveraging that takes place during bid formation and to 

examine the outcomes of this, both in terms of achieving fringe strategic objectives 

(such as positioning the city to bid for lower-tier events) and future policy-making in 

each city. 

In terms of leveraged outcomes, Chalip (2004) contends that, in many cases, the event 

becomes a resource through which wider benefits can be achieved, rather than an 

intervention itself. Due to the close links between a leveraged event and city-level 

strategies and policies, often the intended outcomes are planned well in advance of 

the results of bidding contests, hence the partnership working and associated benefits 

of collaboration within strategic policy-making could possibly be achieved without a 

successful candidature. In essence, the use of events to leverage additional outcomes    

and    the    processes associated with    leveraging    take    place    in    successful    

and unsuccessful candidate cities, hence the legacies of bids should be evident in the 

politics of failed bid cities. To date, Oliver's (2014) work, based on Toronto, is the sole 

piece of research that has specifically addressed the impact of failed Olympic bids. 
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2.2 The bidding city context 

In order to understand the potential positive legacies available to cities when bidding 

for the Olympic Games, it is first important to understand the various contexts and 

conditions from which bids arise. Hiller (2000) and Roche (1994) pose questions 

concerning the   legitimacy and situational rationality (Roche, 1994) of the organisation 

of bids. Despite the IOC’s insistence that cities, not nations, must bid for the Olympic 

Games, many cities lack the resources to compile a bid, hence detecting how a bid 

emerges is useful in determining the key players in a city (Andranovich et al., 2001). 

Andranovich et al. (2001) provide a useful starting point for analysis with their work on 

the development of bids in three US cities: Los Angeles, Atlanta and Salt Lake City. In 

summary, these three cases indicate the presence of business-dominated growth 

coalitions which play an important role across all cases, with a variable role for local 

governments. The processes across the three cities is not uniform, but all three were 

underpinned by the rhetoric of economic growth and image enhancement. These 

American bids for the Olympic Games share two common features. First, the bids 

emerged as the product of regime politics. Bids emerged from influential members of 

each city’s business elite with the addition of public-sector sector endorsement to add 

legitimacy to the bids. Second, the rationale for each bid was the desire to enhance 

each city’s image. Los Angeles, Atlanta and Salt Lake City desired to know as a ‘world 

class city’, ‘convention city’ and ‘winter sports city’ respectively (Andranovich et al., 

2001). These visions helped in gaining public support for the bids and were often 

underpinned by rhetoric and symbolism. 

It can be argued (Salisbury, 2016) that the emergence of UK bids for large scale sports 

events, at city level, share some similarities to those processes exemplified in 

American cities, especially the entrepreneurial activities of local elites. However, the 

similarities end at this local level due to the presence of a developing UK national 

strategy for bidding and hosting such events. Hence, attention now turns to a bid that 

was shaped in a context where national government had much more power in the 

policy making process, and one that is, contextually, more similar to successive bids 

from Istanbul: Cape Town’s bid for the 2004 Olympic Games. 

Similar to the American bids mentioned above, Cape Town’s bid emerged as a result 

of a pro-growth, business-focused coalition, or regime. However, underpinning the 

rhetoric of the bid was not just the opportunity for the private sector to benefit, but there 

was also a strong social welfare undercurrent to the bid rhetoric. The bid was well-

developed by the private-sector coalition until Cape Town’s first ever local government 

was formed in 1996. As this was two years after the national elections, the local 

entrepreneurs were able to operate with considerable freedom in developing the bid. 

However, after both (local and national) elections, the local elites were pushed aside 

by national government who embedded the bid as part of national policy (Hillier, 2000). 

Hillier (2000) suggests that the social welfare rhetoric associated with Cape Town’s 

bid, accompanied by a lack of any real social welfare policies was representative of 

an urban regime in Cape Town, where a ‘growth machine’ comprising entrepreneurs 

with political actors was present and united in its advocacy of growth (Molotch, 1993). 

The Olympic bid, in this case, represented a regime-building opportunity for private-
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sector entrepreneurs and also local political elites who were able to influence public 

opinion through unrealistic boosterist rhetoric. The inclusion of Cape Town in this brief 

review of literature is due to the highly similar features in terms of national political 

involvement in the bid process as that in Istanbul. 

Internationally, cities have become ‘captives’ of new, highly competitive economic 

environments, due to globalisation (Beriatos & Gospodini, 2004). Markets have 

transcended national boundaries and cities have been able to operate outside of 

national interests to interact directly with external structures and agencies, such as 

International Sports Federations (IFs). The result of globalisation, at the level of urban 

politics, has been that urban networks have changed and hierarchical arrangements 

within cities have been re-arranged. With the exception of what Sassen (2001) terms 

‘global cities’, cities have been able to manage the volatility of capital themselves to 

become competitive with each other in the quest for capital investment, such as those 

associated with hosting large scale events. Hence, the main task of urban 

governments has become to create the conditions that are attractive to prospective 

investors. In essence, the increasingly competitive ideology running through local 

authorities has preconditioned cities to seek opportunities such as those associated 

with bidding. 

 

2.3 Failed bid literature 

There is a small yet growing field of literature that concerns legacies of failed Olympic 

Bids. Here, the aim is to briefly provide a summary of the main themes that emerge 

from this body of literature and to use these themes to inform the data collection for 

the project. According to Torres (2012), bids can generally be classified as ‘legitimate’ 

in that the main goal of the bid is to host the Olympic Games or ‘utilitarian’ in the sense 

that the bid’s main aim might not be to host the Olympic Games, but instead to achieve 

other goals, such as attracting investment or tourists, or providing a catalyst for 

regeneration within the city. Torres continues that bidding committees are expected to 

consider two types of legacy: one in the event of hosting the Games and one that 

pertains directly to the bidding process. Clearly, the latter is of greater interest here. A 

perusal of other key studies in this area (see for example Diaey et al., 2011; Oliver, 

2011; Bilsel & Zelef, 2011; Lauermann, 2014) indicate that the positive aspects of 

legacy are determined by the intentions and motivations of the bidding committee and 

could include: 

 Political Legacies 

 Social Legacies 

 Environmental Legacies 

 Promotion/Marketing Legacies 

 Economic Legacies 

 Sporting Legacies 

 Infrastructure/Regeneration Legacies. 
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Hence, an important part of the document research for this study involved the 

identification of the intended event-hosting legacy, with interviewees both drawn from 

and questioned around these fields.  

 

2.3.1 Considering existing comparative studies 

There are numerous motivations for cities bidding for mega events. These can include: 

a desire to put the city ‘on the map’; showcasing the city/region; creating trade; 

attracting investment; boosting tourism; creating jobs; and promoting sport or urban 

development (Diaey, et al, 2011). The academic coverage of failed bid legacies is still 

in its infancy, but important contributions have already been made, largely thanks to 

the Advanced Olympic Research Programme, which has provided the foundations and 

testing-ground for initial inquiries. As the failed bid legacy literature is still so new, this 

section initially focuses on the few studies that have attempted to take a comparative 

approach to failed bids and these are followed by studies that have focused on solitary 

failed bids. Following this coverage, attention shifts to exploring and extending the 

concepts more readily associated with legacies, including the impact of bids on the 

policy-making process, on the actors involved with the bidding process and future 

event strategies within failed bid cities.   

While isolated studies included reference to failed Olympic bids (see Table 2.1), the 

emergence of failed bid legacy as a meaningful topic of research was largely initiated 

by a handful of authors, most notably Lauermann (2014, 2016a, 2016b, 2017). 

Lauermann’s work, while focusing explicitly on urban and planning legacies, provides 

a comparative approach and emergent themes that are the natural starting point for 

this study. Specifically, Lauermann (2016a; 2016b) notes that bidding often provides 

a catalyst for cities trying to develop themselves and the bidding itself has urban policy 

impacts, not just in successful cities, but also unsuccessful ones. He continues that a 

feature of failed bids is that policy plans drawn up in the bidding phase are often 

delivered, at least in part, by unsuccessful bidders. In addition, bid cities tend to bid 

frequently, if not for the Olympic Games then for a range of other major sporting 

events, bids tend to develop partnerships between the private and public sectors and 

achieve a range of success related to place boosterism. Andranovich et al. (2001) 

extend this even further by suggesting that simply submitting a bid to a National 

Olympic Committee can warrant significant media exposure for a city and also unify 

disparate stakeholders, hence bids can play an important role in city boosterism and 

are often the result of speculative actions by local elites. From a sporting perspective, 

Diaey at al. (2011) identify the sporting legacies that can be left behind by failed bids, 

noting that facilities are usually built at least in part and that a spotlight shines on sport 

operations in bidding cities, forcing them to evaluate their provision. We argue that 

such introspective evaluation goes much further than just sport, though.  
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Table 2.1 A summary of previous failed bid case studies.  

Author/Publication Failed bid(s) 
covered 

Themes 

Oliver (2013) Toronto (multiple 
bids culminating in 
2008) 

Redevelopment legacies, but not for 
sport.  
Toronto an example of ‘Olympic begging’ 
where the city is pinning its hopes for sport 
on a successful bid. 
‘The lesson for other bid cities is to ensure 
the bidding process remains part of an 
overall strategy where winning the 
Olympic Games is merely a bonus to a 
well thought out plan’ (p.213).  

Bandyopadhyay 
(2014) 

Delhi (1992) The bid attempted to build on previous 
event hosting strategies, but assumed 
previous successes would suffice. The bid 
was poorly organised and ultimately led to 
the withdrawal of India from the bidding 
arena.  

Lauermann 
(2016a) 

Boston (2024) Elites embrace the temporary and 
speculative nature of the bidding process 
and pushed policies that could be 
considered too extravagant for ‘normal’ 
political times.  

Mowatt and 
Travis (2015) 

Chicago (2016) Based on the socio-economic conflict 
associated with the bid. Noted that a 
significant legacy was the exclusion of 
community groups in the process, 
especially those most likely to be affected 
by the Games.  

Bilsel and Zelef 
(2011) 

Istanbul (multiple 
bids culminating in 
2012) 

Incremental approach to hosting and a 
change from bidding for sporting reasons 
to bidding for the purposes of place 
marketing and urban redevelopment.  

Alberts (2009) Berlin (2000) The bid provided the stimulus for the 
improvement of sports facilities, but only 
where the improvements fit with existing 
plans. Bid served to highlight other 
projects in the city.  

Benneworth and 
Dauncey (2010) 

Lyon (1968) The bid put forward plans that have 
largely been achieved due to changes in 
urban governance in the city which, while 
they cannot be attributed solely to the bid, 
it is recognised the bid played a significant 
role in the changes.  

Hiller (2000) Cape Town (2004) The bid was successful in repositioning 
South African cities post-Apartheid and 
achieving urban/civic boosterism. The bid 
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played a largely symbolic role and was not 
necessarily aimed at developing sport.  

 

In contemporary bidding contests, bid committees need to have two sets of legacies 

(Torres, 2012): one in the event that they are successful in hosting the Games and 

one in contingency for a failed bid. While there is significant evidence of cities 

achieving legacies from failed bids, many of these have resulted from retrospective 

planning (see Abebe et al, 2014) of automatic consequences of the bidding process 

and often rely more on the make-up of the bidding committees. Bids are increasingly 

led by local growth machines, whose primary function is to balance traditional power 

within cities with the demands of outside actors and coalitions, such as the IOC 

(Lauermann, 2014), and it the effectiveness of these growth machines that have often 

been the determinant of success in failed bid legacy.  

If we take one of the most commonly cited legacies in failed bids: enhancing the event 

profile of the city, we can shed further light on the mechanical and procedural 

requirements of a positive bid legacy.  Building relationships with IFs, and thus also 

developing an event hosting legacy (usually for more minor events) is frequently cited 

as a positive of failed bids (Diaey, et al, 2011; Masterman, 2008). IFs generally operate 

in closed networks and the bid mechanism allows access to these networks, which 

facilitates an enhanced understanding of the political and relational dynamics that are 

involved and Masterman (2008) asserts that such learning opportunities are more 

apparent in failed bids than successful ones. However, bidding cities must be aware 

that such legacies are not automatic and that such positive legacies depend on the 

ability of local actors to leverage them. Contrasting to cities such as Manchester and 

Istanbul, which have developed more realistic event hosting programmes, are 

locations such as Egypt which, by going through a similar process for similar reasons, 

did not achieve such a legacy.  Legacies can take many forms and be positive or 

negative (see Table 2.2) below. Negative legacies usually centre on the public 

expenditure and opportunity costs with opponents stressing alternative areas where 

the bidding expenses could have been spent. Diaey et al (2011) also point to 

damaging political legacies, or embarrassment, of failed bids and cite Egypt’s failure 

in the contest to host the 2010 Football World Cup as an example. However, we would 

argue that such a negative is more relevant in the case of one-off bids, given that 

failure is considered and often expected in other types of bid. Another negative often 

cited is the mobilisation of opposition groups around bids, but again this depends on 

perspective. If a bid encourages the strengthening of local democracy, this may be a 

negative for local elites, but a positive for communities. Certainly, what Diaey, et al 

(2011) contend is that the relative success of a failed bid depends on the initial 

motivation for bidding and also the extent to which the city becomes a serial bidder, 

with frequent bidders that are more opportunistic perhaps reaping a greater level of 

positive outcomes. 
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Table 2.2 Legacies of Lost Bids (adapted from Diaey et al. 2011) 

Positive  Negative 

Economic 
 Increased tourism 
 Employment opportunities 
 Business opportunities 

Economic 
 High public spending 
 Opportunity costs 

Environmental 
 Development of environmental 

programmes 
 Green venues 

Political 
 Political tension 

Political 
 Building relationships with the 

sports world 
 Success in future bidding 
 Improvement of national political 

relationships 

Promotional 
 Bad publicity for the city 
  

Promotional 
 Promotion of the bidding entity 
 Putting the city ‘on the map’ 
 Repositioning the city 

Social 
 Division of the community 

Social  
 Increased community spirit 
 Youth education 

 

Sporting  
 Development of sports 

programmes 
 Development of athletes 
 Promotion of sports 

 

Urban 
 Sport facilities 
 Transportation facilities 
 Technical plans for future usage 

 

 

Playing up the legacies of failed bids could help the IOC address the declining number 

of bid cities. A problem though is that insisting on failed bid legacy overly burdens bid 

committees in terms of finance but also by asking a bid committee to deliver something 

(legacy) that was not part of their initial remit, which is to win the Games. Torres (2012) 

argues that the bid process does not need to broaden its scope, but rather to shift its 

focus. No work has really covered the extent to which cities have ‘something’ left 

behind such as new jobs, infrastructure and place boosterism compared to something 

Olympically meaningful (McAloon, 2008). We argue that Chicago has, in a way, 

attempted to do this through the development of World Sport Chicago, but with limited 

success. 

McAloon’s argument above is that our understanding of legacy, particularly of failed 

bids, is perhaps focused too narrowly. At a time when cities are withdrawing from the 

bidding process due to social problems within cities, broader international backlash 

against the Olympic industry and increased public awareness of the negative impacts 
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of mega events which all lead to questions of expense (Lauermann & Vogelpohl, 

2017), the traditional measurements of legacies are not sufficient. McInstosh (2000) 

argues that, instead, the processes involved in bidding leave a legacy in terms of 

knowledge and methodology, but perhaps these are not recorded, published and 

protected as efficiently as they could be. In addition, legacies could be considered in 

terms of their relative importance to the respective bidding cities.  

Bid committees rarely have to deliver legacy, but we argue that their role in bid legacies 

is heightened in the event of a failed bid. Indicated in the case studies and conclusion 

that follow is the significance of the networks and political capital achieved by bidding 

committees. In the event of a failed bid, we argue that the temporary nature of bid 

committees is not necessarily representative of the temporary influence of bid 

committee members in local politics thereafter and that the legacies of the failed bids 

depends on what Torres (2012) determined as the trajectory of the bid committee 

rather than the details of the bid.  

 

2.3.2 Bid Typology 

Given two of our case studies: Istanbul and Manchester, could be deemed serial 

bidders, it is important to consider this concept in a little more depth. Losing appears 

not only beneficial for some cities, but it could also form the basis of alternate national 

bids. Diaey et al (2011) point out that between 1920 and 2020, of the 24 host cities of 

the Summer Olympic Games, 16 were hosted in cities that had recent (within two 

cycles) failed bids. In addition, they continue that between 2000-2014 all host cities 

came from countries that had submitted failed bids in the previous 10 years, in most 

cases from other cities within the same country. Hence, there is an argument that 

National Olympic Committees (NOCs) at least benefit from the learning available from 

failed bids. Diaey et al (2011) continue that even when a city disappears from the 

Olympic Bidding arena, such as Manchester, there is usually a positive legacy in terms 

of hosting other sporting and non-sporting events.  

Table 2.3 Previous attempts at hosting (adapted from Diaey et al, 2011, to include 

previous NOC bids, bids from 2016 onwards and bids for the Winter Games).  

Year Host Previous Bids 
(not including 
previous 
hosting) 

Previous bid 
within 10 
years? 

Previous bid 
from same 
NOC within 
two cycles? 

2000 Sydney 1988*, 1996* Yes* Yes 

2002 Salt Lake City 1972, 1998 Yes Yes 

2004 Athens 1996 Yes Yes 

2006 Turin  No Yes 

2008 Beijing 2000 Yes Yes 

2010 Vancouver 1976, 1980 No Yes 

2012 London  No No 

2014 Sochi 2002 No No 

2016 Rio de Janeiro 2004, 2012 Yes Yes 

2018 Pyeongchang  2010, 2014 Yes Yes 
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2020 Tokyo 2008, 2016 Yes Yes 

2022 Beijing ** No No 

*Sydney had a bid for the 1988 and 1996 Games cancelled.  
**Previous bids for the Summer Games only.  
 
Diaey et al (2011) suggest that in order to fully understand a bid, an identification of 

primary and secondary objectives must be established. The primary objective in most 

cases is to host the Games, whereas secondary objectives can cover a diverse range 

of outcomes and largely depend on the ability of the bidders to leverage them. They 

identify four types of bids: 

1) Ordinary Bids: those where the main aim is to host the Games 

2) Preparatory Bids: these usually aim to assess popular support and raise the 

bidder’s profile and are either eliminated, or drop out before the Candidate City 

stage of the bidding process. 

3) No-hope bids: Usually the aim of the bid is to facilitate fringe benefits in tourism 

or regeneration. 

4) Serial Bids 

 

Table 2.3 above appears to support the notion that one key legacy of bidding is that 

the city increases its chances of future success, either in another Olympic bid or when 

bidding for other sport events. It can be argued that the first bid is particularly important 

as it can play a significant role in developing relationships that are critical to future 

success, but also the reputation as a serial bidder is also sought after as serial bidders 

can be increasingly persuasive in the global sports arena (Diaey et al, 2011; Emery, 

2002; Lauermann, 2016b). Indeed, some authors also suggest that serial bidding can 

be advantageous as serial bidders regularly play up the chances of failure, hence 

heading off opposition and fast-tracking democratic rigour. 

However, while the evidence this far appears to be pointing towards cities using 

utilitarian bids (Torres, 2012) to enhance their experiences and perhaps reap some 

positive legacies before making an instrumental/ordinary bid, this situation could prove 

problematic. Caution is needed as contingency-led bid planning might lead to a rise in 

utilitarian bids, hence the IOC being faced with cities bidding without necessarily 

wanting to win, which would not be seen as a desired situation by the IOC. Instead, 

the IOC is presented with a juxtaposition: increasing the number of bidding cities 

through highlighting the positives that can be gained through bidding, but ensuring that 

there are enough instrumental bids from cities that actually wish to host. Masterman 

(2008) notes that bidding for mega events requires the potential write off of the 

increasingly expensive bidding fee and warns that the IOC could face a position in 

which firstly only major capital cities can bid and secondly potentially a situation 

whereby fewer cities will consider the risk worthwhile. He notes that there have been 

few cases where it is possible to say cities have bid and strategized to maximise the 

effects of failure.  
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2.3.3 Policy outcomes of failed bids: the work of John Lauermann  

Lauermann’s work centres itself on the concept of entrepreneurial cities,which 

embrace speculative and temporary initiatives, such as bids for mega events.  In 

essence, bids stem from cities attempting to build markets for themselves through a 

range of activities that are coordinated, usually, by policy-making elites, but 

increasingly also by a more diverse range of actors (McFarlance, 2012). Lauermann 

(2014) contends than these actors include those that have developed expertise, or 

‘knowledge’ of bidding for mega events and that cities can market themselves through 

bids, or by selling their expertise to other interested cities. Later in this study we draw 

attention to the fluidity of bidding from city to city and the key agencies that have 

emerged which profess to offer bidding consultancy.  

Lauermann puts forward two key arguments. First, that bidding enables 

entrepreneurial planning coalitions to draw on transnational networks as a means to 

bolster their own knowledge and enhance their city’s competitiveness internationally. 

However, as a note of caution, bidders should be aware that this outcome is not 

automatic and must be leveraged through investment in networks to allow them to 

build markets for their locally produced policy innovations (Lauermann, 2014). He goes 

on that bid committees tend to strategically engage networks within the city that were 

originally put in place to share mega event planning expertise. The latter point is 

particularly relevant to this study. The suggestion is that bid teams engage and 

empower various networks within the city (in this case the planning network) in order 

to enhance their own entrepreneurial portfolio. Ergo, by bringing to the fore one area 

of policy, such as the environment, bid teams enhance their own reputations, increase 

their chances of success, or at least their knowledge to be sold at a later date, but also 

set up a more likely legacy in that policy area. Of course, whether this outcome is 

positive or negative is dependent upon a range of factors. In the case studies that 

follow, we see both mechanisms of knowledge building with outside expertise bought 

in to Istanbul, which has been retained post-bid in the subsequent event programmes 

and the empowering of the environmental lobby in Chicago in order to enhance the 

entrepreneurial portfolio of the bid team. We argue that rather than enhancing such a 

portfolio, the acquisition of specialist knowledge resulted in empowering political elites 

with the political capital required to influence the post-bid policy setting.  

In later work, Lauermann (2016b) builds upon the temporary nature of Olympic 

projects, suggesting that as they have a higher chance of failure, Olympic bids allow 

policy-makers to mitigate against the risk of speculative policies by increasingly 

referencing the chances of failure. They do so in the knowledge that while bids are 

likely to fail, the projects that bids become attached to are usually achieved to some 

extent. We consider this key to our study. In the case studies below, multiple 

references are made to legacies that represent smaller parts of initial plans. What is 

perhaps unanswered is the extent to which the smaller successes were the actual 

intentions in the first place, and the bid mechanism was seen as a way of guaranteeing 

them. As Lauermann (2016b) points out, quite often intended legacy components are 

repurposed and repackaged into subsequent policies and subsequent bids and this 

feature of legacy is unique to failed bids. Throughout our study we refer to such 

legacies, but a question remains as the degrees of separation after which the link 
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between the bid and the outcome becomes superfluous. For example, if a city’s legacy 

of a failed bid was the strengthening of a private – public partnership and this 

partnership was successful in attracting funding and then the local airport was 

expanded as a result of the new funding, can we label airport expansion as a bid 

legacy? We speculate on this question below, but can note even at this early stage of 

the report that further research is required here.   

In modern, entrepreneurial cities there is often a heavy emphasis on place competition 

(Lauermann, 2014), hence the fit with the competitive and high-profile nature of the 

Olympic bidding process would appear a naturally good fit, however, these cities also 

base their activities on city-to-knowledge. There is certainly evidence of city-to-city 

learning within nations as national bids frequently involve different cities, but perhaps 

the notion of the city-to-city learning could be considered more fully by the IOC. 

Applicant and Candidate cities are invited to workshops to learn from previous success 

stories, but often the knowledge accrued in failed bid cities is lost, especially if these 

cities are not serial bidders. Even the advent of the Olympic Games Management 

Programme could be enhanced with the inclusion of knowledge acquired through 

failed bids.  

The nature of bids is such that they are considered low risk, due to their fixed term 

cycles and high probability of failure (Lauermann, 2016b). As well as encouraging 

entrepreneurial behaviour, unsuccessful bids can also be seen to have development 

legacies in terms of providing a catalyst for development agendas, or equipping cities 

with connections that allow the agenda to be reshaped (Lauermann, 2016b). Indeed, 

it is argued later in this study that Istanbul has based its frequent bids for the Games 

on the successes achieved from bid failure.  

One area in which we hope to expand upon Lauermann’s work is on the suggestion 

that many bid committees are temporary and dissolve shortly after the end point of the 

bid. While we accept this in terms of expiry of the official bid team, we believe, through 

our case studies below, that networks or coalitions remain.  
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3.0 Impact on Priority Fields of Research 

This research contributes to the emergent academic field of failed bids by providing 
further evidence of any positive legacies and thus supporting Objective One of the key 
priorities: 
 
Key factors in the engagement of the host city and country governing bodies and 
population to contribute to the success of the Olympic Games and a sustainable 
positive legacy. 
 
There are two broad ways in which the research contributes to the above objective: 
 

5) Engagement of host cities. 
 

The research is set in the context of recent and high profile withdrawals from the 
Olympic bidding process. From the six original bids for the 2022 Winter Games, 
four were withdrawn or cancelled; of the five candidate cities for the 2024 Summer 
Games only two were not withdrawn, leading to the cancelation of a competitive 
contest for the 2028 Summer Games. While no doubt disconcerting, the timing of 
this problem may become beneficial for the IOC, given that a break from the 
Olympic bidding cycle may permit the organisation to more fully reflect upon and 
implement Agenda 2020. The purpose of this research is to provide evidence to 
potential host cities that positive outcomes may be possible when bidding for the 
Games, but also to demonstrate that positives are not automatic features of bidding 
and that cities must be strategic in how they use bids. Along with the proposed 
reduction of costs associated with bidding featured in Agenda 2020, this research 
may play a part in re-engaging cities that have become disenfranchised with the 
Olympic Movement, but also energising aspirational hosts.  
 
 
6) Informing the IOC in order to aide sustainable legacies. 

 
Agenda 2020 demonstrates that the IOC are amenable to change with regards to 
the bidding process. As well as providing evidence upon which cities might decide 
to make the decision to host, this research is also aimed at providing feedback to 
the IOC through the case studies, particularly those in Istanbul and Chicago. Both 
cities have made at least one unsuccessful ‘Ordinary/Instrumental’ bid for the 
Games in recent history, but neither has bid since. The evidence appears to point 
towards cities being able to achieve positive outcomes when they make more 
speculative bids, but less so when making a more serious bid. The result, 
especially in Chicago’s case, has been the loss of a city from the bidding arena for 
the foreseeable future. This is clearly not a desirable or intended outcome from the 
IOC’s perspective. While it was not a focus of the research in the initial stages, the 
messages from the respondents in terms of positive changes that the IOC could 
make were abundant in the study, hence it would be remiss not to mention them.  
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4.0 Research Design 

 

The methodological approach for this research followed an iterative case study design, 

as suggested by Yin (2014). Case studies were completed on Manchester’s bidding 

journey that culminated in the bid for the 2000 Games, Chicago’s bid for the 2016 

Games, and finally Istanbul’s multiple attempts leading up to the bid for the 2020 

Games. The findings from each case study framed the data collection and analysis. 

More specifically, the research followed a process of documentary research (from IOC 

and city-based archives), followed by in-depth semi-structured interviews with relevant 

stakeholders in each city.   

 

Data Collection 

Data collection initially commenced with the creation of a narrative timeline of the key 

moments in the policy-making process associated with the development of the bid.  

This was achieved through the examination of documents from a range of sources. 

These included the archives of the International Olympic Committee, city authority 

committee minutes, personal archives of members of the bid committee, and local and 

national newspaper archives.  

Semi- structured interviews are one of the most commonly used methods in social 

sciences, and allow the researcher to examine social processes. In-depth interviews 

can get close to the social actors’ meanings and interpretations (Blaikie, 2000). Once 

a narrative timeline for each of the cites was completed, interviews were undertaken 

with key stakeholders in each city. In total,  33 interviews, lasting between 13 and 250 

minutes were carried out with a variety of key individuals cited in the document sources 

and in other interviews, that is to say via snowball sampling (cf. Miles, Huberman & 

Saldana, 2013). They were conducted and recorded using a variety of methods 

including telephone, Skype or, where possible, in person. Once completed the 

interviews were transcribed verbatim. A breakdown of the interviews by case is 

provided below in Table 4.1.  The interviews were carried out until a point where data 

saturation was achieved.  

Table 4.1 Interview Information 

Manchester Case Generic role in 
the setting 

Method Duration 

Interview #1 City Council  In person 23:13 

Interview #2 City Council  Phone 13:28 

Interview #3 Local Industry In person 42:10 

Interview #4 Local Industry In person 56:02 

Interview #5 Local Industry Phone 31:30 

Interview #6 Sport 
Administrator 

Phone 29:00 

Interview #7 Sport 
Administrator 

Phone 48:47 

Interview #8 Bid Team member In person 4:10:08 
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Interview #9 Bid Team member In person 31:34 

Interview #10 Bid Team member Phone 25:47 

Interview #11 Bid Team member Phone 19:11 

Interview #12 Bid Team member Phone 26:59 

Interview #13 Community Group In person 58:12 

Interview #14 Local journalist Phone 18:02 

Interview #15 National Politician Phone 17:47 

Istanbul Case Generic role in 
the setting 

Method Duration 

Interview #16 Bid Team member In person 37:20 

Interview #17 Bid Team member In person 24:23 

Interview #18 NOC 
Representative 

In person 1:25:14 

Interview #19 NOC 
Representative 

In person 32:39 

Interview #20 NOC 
Representative/Bid 
Team member 

In person 35:05 

Interview #21 Bid Team member In person 37:25 

Interview #22 Bid Team member In person 53:07 

Chicago Case  Generic role in 
the setting 

Method Duration 

Interview #23  Bid Team member In person 1:00:40 

Interview #24  Chicago-based 
academic 

In person 40:05 

Interview #25  Chicago-based 
academic 

Phone 27:52 

Interview #26  Bid Team member In person 50:49 

Interview #27  Bid Team member Phone 34:14 

Interview #28  Bid Team member In person 19:06 

Interview #29   Community Group  In person 2:32:02 

Interview #30  Chicago-based 
journalist 

In person 54:10 

Interview #31  Bid Team member In person 28:34 

Interview #32  Bid Team member In person 37:59 

Interview #33  Bid Team member Phone 44:33 

 

A number of common research questions were asked in a semi-structured fashion to 

interviewees in each city setting. Each interview was based off of the questions 

presented below with some additional questions added to delve deeper into context 

specific situations that required additional information.  

1. Interview Background  

 Name 

 Organization / position / connection to bid /legacy 

 Warm up (are you interested in sport? How did you get involved in your 

position?) 
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2. Bid history 

 How do you understand where impetus for bid come from? (Origins of 

the bid) 

 Who were the main actors/stakeholders involved? (What was the role of 

the IOC in supporting the bid? How was the bid organized/bid 

leadership? How was the bid organized/ bid leadership? How did the bid 

fit within existing government strategies/policies?)  

 What was the purpose of the bid? 

 Did the city bid previously (or talk about bidding)? Did this impact the 

most recent bid? 

3. Bid legacy goal 

4. Hosting vs. bidding legacies  

5. Implementation strategies 

 What is your understanding of sport event legacy?  

 Was there a connection between the bid and provision of legacy? If so 

how? 

 Was there specific legacy goals or strategies specific to the bid/event? 

If yes, what were they? Were they formalized? How so? 

 How did the bid implement this strategies? What did they do to try and 

provide positive sustainable legacies associated from bidding/hosting? 

 Do you think there was a difference bid legacies/hosting legacies or 

maybe the bid committee saw them separately?  

6. Post bid activities /legacy 

 Are there any post bid legacies in your city? (+/-, tangible, intangible, 

direct, indirect) 

 What do you think were the positive legacies (if any)? 

 What do you think were the negative (if any)? 

 What were the major criticisms of the bid? 

 What were the major attributes of the bid? 

7. Bid goals vs. actual achievements 

8. Case specifics / context 

9. Other 

 Any future bid considerations? 

 What was their level of satisfaction with their own role in the bid?  

 What would you do differently if you were in the same position again? 

 Anything else you like to add that you think would be interest to the 

research? 

 Would you suggest anybody we should talk about this case? 

 

Data Analysis 

Once collected, transcribed, and formatted appropriately the data underwent open 
coding. The coding was facilitated through the use of a qualitative data analysis 
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software (e.g., Atlas.ti).  This allowed for greater management and organization of the 
data and analysis (Miles et al., 2014). More specifically, both Inductive coding (i.e., 
that is the creation of codes as they emerge from the data) and deductive coding 
(based on the existing literature), was undertaken collaboratively but with one author 
taking on the role of primary coder particularly during open coding for each city case. 
With that said however the authors engaged in peer debriefing in an effort to enhance 
trustworthiness (Guba, 1981).  

As a first step data underwent open coding (Corley & Gioia, 2004) in order to identify 
emergent and reoccurring themes relating to the bid legacy of each city’s bid. Open 
coding, also called first –cycle coding, provides a starting point that helps guide the 
analytical direction of researchers as they move forward (Saldaña, 2016). During open 
coding the authors developed a series of descriptive codes, that is codes that identified 
the subject being discussed in the data as opposed to the content. This provided the 
authors with an early way to define and understand the basic information emerging 
from the data (Saldaña, 2016).  

Following the identification of these initial codes, axial coding was performed to further 
explore the relational aspects between the coded data (Corley & Gioia, 2004) in the 
three cities. This process of second-cycle coding sought to identify patterns within the 
initial coding, and compile those codes into a more meaningful analysis (Miles et al., 
2014). Finally, the authors returned to the data to undertake selective-coding allowing 
for the identification of illustrative examples of the analysis and identified themes 
(Jones, 2015).  
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5.0 Case Study 1: Manchester 2000 

Introduction 

Manchester’s bid for the 2000 Olympic Games marked the culmination of a journey 

that included a failure at the domestic stage for the 1992 Games and a failure as a 

Candidate City for the 1996 Games (see Table 5.1). The rationale behind the selection 

of this case study was firstly to provide a base-line of comparison for the two more 

contemporary studies, given the large volume of academic material on this case and, 

secondly, to reconsider the legacy of the bid after an extended time period to partially 

address the time span of legacy question. The case illustrated below offers a 

consolidation of the known legacies of Manchester’s bid, but also sheds new light on 

the role it had in shaping national hosting strategies, given that over the course of 

Manchester’s bids, the first UK national hosting strategy was developed.  

Table 5.1 Manchester’s Olympic Journey 

Date Event 

1984 The success of Los Angeles sparks 
renewed enthusiasm for hosting in the 
UK. 

1984-85 A bid is drawn up for the 1992 Games 

1985 Birmingham wins the British candidacy 
for the 1992 Games 

18th September 1990 1996 Games awarded to Atlanta. 
Manchester eliminated in round 2 with 5 
votes.  

23rd September 1993 2000 Games awarded to Sydney. 
Manchester eliminated in round 3 with 
11 votes.  

2002 Manchester hosts the Commonwealth 
Games 

 

Bid Origins  

Unlike the two later cases, Manchester’s bids came at a time when a) there was no 

national hosting strategy for such events, and b) the city was desperate for a method 

of resolving the problems associated with deindustrialisation. Due to these factors, 

individuals were able to have excessive degrees of influence, that may not have 

existed in more certain and organised political times, hence some of the findings in 

this case are case-specific.  

In short, Manchester’s bids can be seen as a somewhat desperate attempt to 

reimagine the city after the collapse of its traditional industries and after experimenting 

with a socialist agenda, the city adopted a more central government-friendly model of 

economic policy, which often involved partnership working and deliberate informal 

networking with local businesses, Quangos and government officials.    

Specifically, the new approach was represented by two new schemes: City Pride and 
City Challenge. Both schemes were based on place marketing and attempted to 
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encourage urban regeneration through developing a new ‘script’ (March, 1994) within 
the city. City planners were provided with a new vocabulary espousing 
Manchester’s desired new image as postmodern, cosmopolitan and post-
industrial (Quilley, 2000). Flagship projects under these schemes included the 
expansion of the city’s airport, building of the G-Mex exhibition centre, expansion of 
the Metrolink tramway and general redevelopment of the Northern Quarter in the city. 
   

With business leaders encouraged to act boldly and entrepreneurially, opportunities 
arose for a self-selected group of key individuals from the business community take 
leadership and gain influence. Peck and Tickell (1995) referred to these individuals as 
the ‘Manchester Mafia’ and noted that their activities were seldom conducted through 
official channels, such as the Chamber of Commerce. Peck and Tickell (1995, p.57) 
also claimed that the members of this ‘mafia’ were easily identifiable as they “were on 
the Olympic Committee” and included the managing directors of companies in the 
fields of construction, broadcasting and banking.    

As a result of the Council’s willingness to engage with the private sector and heavy 
emphasis on economic development (Cook & Ward, 2011), which also saw a pattern 
of secondments from industry, it became more adept at winning resources in 
competition with other local authorities. The ‘Manchester Mafia’ were also instrumental 
in leading ‘boosterist’ events throughout the city in conjunction with Stringer’s strategy 
that was dependent on creating an entrepreneurial city which was more understanding 
of the competitive demands of globalisation (Quilley, 2000). The consequence of these 
events was that Manchester was seen as “the apotheosis of partnership in the eyes 
of the Government” (Harding, 2000, p.66).   

It is widely noted (Cochrane et al., 1996; Cook & Ward, 2011; Harding, 2000; Quilley, 
2000) that the project, which perhaps best symbolised the change in local politics in 
Manchester, from idealism to pragmatism (Quilley, 2000), was the bid for the 2000 
Olympic Games. This event triggered unprecedented levels of intergovernmental and 
private and public sector cooperation. The bids were part of a general strategy of place 
marketing that aimed to (re)connect Manchester to the global economy and promote 
itself (Cook & Ward, 2011).   

The Legacies of the Bid(s) 

The legacies left by Manchester’s failed bid are summarised in Table 5.2 and further 

developed below.  

Table 5.2 The positive and negative legacies of Manchester’s Bid(s) 

Positive Outcomes Negative outcomes  

Re-Imagining the potential of the city 
and the event programme  

Realisation that a future bid was 
unlikely  

Bringing together a ‘network’ of people, 
and somewhat permanence of the 
network after the event  

Many of the sporting legacies were 
short term and usurped by London 
2012.   

Catalyst for development    

Contributed to the development of UK 
hosting strategy   

But – at the expense of local autonomy 
to bid?   
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Re-Imagining the City: Networks and Development 

According to Cochrane et al. (1996) Manchester’s bid for the 2000 Olympic Games 
best symbolised the changes in urban politics in the city, due the process of these 
changes relying on a great deal of self-interest, opportunism and effective 
organisational leadership. Increasing the self-confidence of key individuals and the 
public at large appears to have been a significant outcome of the Olympic bidding 
process, despite its ultimate failure to secure the Games.  Interviewees referred to 
“putting us on the map” (Interview #3, 2016) and “getting people to think in a positive 
way” (Interview #5, 2016) and this is echoed by Cochrane et al. (1996, p.1322) who 
claimed that the bids resulted in the generation of civic pride amongst residents and 
that “in preparing for the Olympic Games, Manchester had a reflected glimpse of its 
nineteenth century pre-eminence. It rather liked what it saw”.  

One area in which the bids can be seen to have left a tangible legacy is in terms of 
development. As a result of the new feelings of positivity in the city and cooperation 
between the public and private sectors, the city was able to draw in government 
funding for a range of redevelopment projects (Law, 1994), most notably in 
the Eastlands area of the city that hosted the Commonwealth Games. It is noted in 
Section Two that the quest to host large scale sports events is often based upon 
regenerative motives, but here Manchester was able to attract funding for its 
regeneration despite failing to win the right to host.   

As mentioned above, in the mid-1980s there was very little contact between public 
and private sectors and they were very suspicious of each other. By 1993, they were 
not only working together, but seeking further opportunities to do so. This resulted from 
both sectors ”growing up” (Interview #4, 2016 and recognising what their role should 
be. The Council became more entrepreneurial and pro-active in its approach to 
development and the and the private sector became more involved (Cook & Ward, 
2011). This is outlined by an industry leader:   

Central government was not playing a political card and was recognising that they 
had to do something for the cities. Local government learning not to play its 
political card. They were assuming the responsibilities of their role and taking on 
the solutions to Manchester’s problems. The business community was getting 
itself organised and was moving forward with new leadership and mobilising the 
vast mass of business as opposed to individuals and enabling business to work 
together with local government, central government and Europe for that matter. 
[The bid] was a coming together (Interview #5, 2016).   

The role of the Olympic bids in facilitating this should not be overplayed, but it does 
seem to have provided a catalyst for these changes that were already taking place in 
the city. Two interviewees referred to the Olympic Bids as representing a “rallying cry” 
(Interview #3, 2016; Interview #5, 2016) for the city and that it helped people “face in 
the same way” (Interview #5, 2016).    
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The Development of a Hosting Strategy  

The most obvious and tangible legacy to Manchester’s Olympic journey was the city’s 
success in hosting the Commonwealth Games in 2002, which followed a long and 
detailed review of the future event strategy within the city. Cook and Ward (2011) claim 
that Manchester continued to think big and used the accumulated expertise and 
private sector buy in to bid for the Commonwealth Games. A bid team member 
(Interview #8, 2016) explained that they “couldn’t let their hard work go to waste” and 
that by this time they were a “hardened and powerful bidding unit” which went on to 
“slaughter” the opposition. That civic leaders in the city developed not only the 
technical expertise of bidding, but also in forming relationships with International 
Sports Federations (IFs) is a given and a theme which continues in later case studies.   

From this sporting perspective, Manchester appears to occupy a central and pivotal 
position in the United Kingdom’s development of a hosting strategy, despite UK bids 
for the Olympic Games being suspended in the immediate aftermath of Manchester’s 
latest bid.  Over the course of the Manchester bids, the features of UK hosting strategy 
changed from city-led bids, to sport-led bids, to central government-led bids and the 
latter has remained in place in the long term. Concurrent to Manchester’s bids, the 
advent of the National Lottery in 1994 provided a catalyst for a changing focus (and 
changing resources) for sport in the UK. In essence, Manchester’s failed bid for the 
2000 Games can be seen to have had two legacies in terms of UK hosting: providing 
pivot point around which central government attitudes towards hosting the Olympic 
Games changed and the development of positive relationships with International 
Federations (IFs). Over the course of the bids, Manchester’s bid committee became 
well-organised, professional and highly knowledgeable and this ‘learning’ was 
certainly projected forward to the new strategy.  

Manchester 2000 was the final bid before the establishment of UK Sport, the high 
performance arm of the sports council. According one individual behind the writing of 
UK Sport’s Major Events Strategy the new organisation aimed to achieve improved 
performances in elite sport, improved international relations and attract the largest 
events to the UK (Interview #6, 2017). It was considered that the aim of bringing the 
largest to events to the UK should go hand-in-hand with developing athletes in order 
to benefit from “home advantage” (Interview #6, 2017). It was considered that each of 
these themes should be symbiotic in that home advantage (hosting) would aide 
performance, and performance and hosting would aide presenting a positive image 
internally. However, it was also considered that a great deal of work needed to be 
completed internationally in order for a future British Olympic Bid to be successful. 
Several members of the Manchester bid team mentioned a somewhat hostile attitude 
when presenting their bid abroad, in part due to the somewhat negative way in which 
the UK was seen internationally.  

When questioned about the legacy of Manchester’s bid, a former senior official at UK 
Sport said: 

I think the bid certainly helped bring attention to the reality of bidding. I think 
what it revealed was that there was a bit of an old school attitude, you know, 
that we’re Great Britain, that we had sort of an ownership of [mega events] and 
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that internationally people should be grateful we’re bidding. Of course, that 
attitude isn’t going to get you anywhere (Interview #6, 2017). 

Comments such as the one above were common across a range of interviews and 
while it was ultimately unsuccessful in bringing the Games to Manchester, the bid team 
did provide a great deal of evidence of trying to modernise their approach to not only 
bidding, but in their relationships with IFs. The UK Sport Major Events Strategy clearly 
built upon the desire within Manchester to move away from a colonial approach to 
British bidding and did so effectively, whilst also benefitting from the experiences 
gained in the bidding process. Key to the success was the adoption of an approach 
where the respect of IFs was sought through international relations and also the 
demonstration of excellence in hosting single-sport major events.  

Conclusion 

From a sporting perspective, Manchester used its Olympic experiences to form a more 

realistic sporting strategy, culminating in the successful 2002 Commonwealth Games. 

Of course, this realignment did come at the expense of any future Manchester Olympic 

Bids, with London becoming considered as the only viable option going forwards. The 

lessons learned in the Manchester Bids, from developing a new, deferential 

relationship with IFs, to the necessity for central government buy-in were all reflected 

in the first national hosting strategy, which was published shortly after the final bid. 

That the Major Events strategy was dependent on the resources made available by 

central government and the National Lottery, its content and ethos, we suggest, can 

be considered a direct legacy of Manchester’s failed bids.  

Harding et al. (2012) continue that Manchester was relatively unique in terms of 

industrial cities in that it was able to experience an economic Renaissance formed 

upon the horizontal links built with central government and the vertical links built 

between local government, business and communities, both also achieved during the 

development of the bids. Harding et al. (2012) continue that the regime formed during 

the mid-1980s, which has remained stable for at least 25 years, is also largely 

responsible for the city’s resurgence. This regime formation occurred in the mid-1980s 

at the same time the first Olympic bid team was put together and while this original 

team was more an issue network than an urban regime, this did mark the starting point 

for what Harding et al. (2012) describe as Manchester’s regime. Indeed, it could 

logically be argued that unlike in other cities that have been successful in their bids 

(see for example Sheffield’s Universiade in 1991 and Glasgow’s Commonwealth 

Games in 2014), Manchester’s regime’s longevity could have been due to its failure to 

win the right to host the Olympic Games. As experienced in the other two cities, the 

initial issue networks were broken up in order to achieve a successful delivery of the 

events. Without this success, Manchester’s regime was insulated from these outside 

pressures.    
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6.0 Case Study 2: Chicago 2016 

Introduction 

The city of Chicago was considered an early favourite for the 2016 edition of the 

Olympic Games. Their bid had a budget of approximately $73 million in cash in 

addition to goods and services received from a variety of private donors (Chicago 

2016, n.d.a). At the time, it was considered one of the most significant private-public 

partnerships in the city’s history. They received glowing reviews on both their bid 

application and in the report from the IOC evaluation commission. The competitive 

bidding process that pitted them against Madrid, Tokyo, and Rio de Janeiro culminated 

with the city being eliminated in the first round and the selection of Rio as host. 

The Case 

Before delving further into the case’s findings it is important to note some barriers 

experienced with the development of the case as they provided some unique research 

challenges. As one of the most recent cases that form the basis of this research 

project, many of the key players involved in the Chicago bid are still sensitive about 

the outcome of the bid. This fact created an obstacle for interview data collection as 

some individuals were simply not interested in talking about it, while others were willing 

to talk but remained upset about the situation. A good case in point was while we were 

in Chicago completing data collection, it was brought to our attention that the Mayor’s 

office had caught wind of our project and that we were in town asking questions. As a 

result, they sent out a department wide memo asking staff not to speak to us about 

the bid. Luckily, there were many individuals who have come around and opened up 

to the research team about their experiences and what they perceived to be the 

legacies from the bid. Given these barriers and unique circumstances we were still 

successful in gathering data to support this case. 

Bid Origins 

Technically, the 2016 bid was the city’s third failure, following unsuccessful attempts 

in 1952 and 1956 which ultimately went to Helsinki, Finland and Melbourne, Australia 

respectively (Olympstats, 2014). Additionally, Chicago was originally awarded the 

1904 Games but they were eventually moved to St Louis to coincide with the World’s 

Fair following threats of a competing sporting contest. However, the 2016 bid can be 

considered the first in the modern hosting era. Bidding practices back in that day were 

less formalized and did not include a domestic race (Leopkey & Parent, 2012; 

MacIntosh, 2000). As a result, it was common to see several contenders from the 

same country indicate their interest to the IOC and vie for the rights to host.  

While some informal discussions, as well as the completion of a feasibility study 

occurred with regards to the possibility of bidding for the 2008 Games there was a 

feeling in Chicago that Beijing couldn’t be beaten. As a result, it wasn’t until the 2016 

edition that the city felt it could legitimately contend for the opportunity to host. 

Although Chicago’s 2016 bid to host the Olympic Games was widely considered to be 

Mayor Daley’s “baby”, discussions dating back to the early and mid 2000s suggest 

that a variety of individuals including Peter Ueberroth, former President of the LA 84 

Organizing Committee, came to the city to inquire about Chicago’s interest in hosting 
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the event (Interview 26, 2017). While the idea was presented to Mayor Daley, it was 

largely his vision behind the overall bid process.  

[Daley] believed that this could be his legacy […] it was a personal legacy for 

him and also a great stimulant for the local economy, especially for local 

infrastructure rehabilitation and urban regeneration as well as boosting tourism. 

(Interview #23, 2017).  

More inspiration for the Chicago Games came from the private sector. Many 

commercial movers and shakers from the various sectors of the economy that had 

something to gain from it actually spear headed the organization of the Games’ bid. 

The 2016 event seemed to be the right timing for the city and 

it came together very, very quickly because the stars aligned – we had the 

mayor, we had the business community, we had support from the USOC to do 

it, and we had the right people […] we had the right ingredients and we believed 

that there was a substantial likelihood of victory as much as you could in early 

bid days, and when that happens in Chicago you can very quickly congeal 

around a public-private partnership to move something forward aggressively 

(Interview #26, 2017). 

After a lengthy domestic battle with Los Angeles, Houston, Philadelphia, and San 

Francisco (who eventually withdrew from the process) that cost upwards of $35 million, 

Chicago was given the thumbs up from the USOC to go ahead as the US candidate 

city for the 2016 edition. Table 6.1 below details the bid timeline following the domestic 

selection process until the announcement of the winning city in October of 2009.  

Table 6.1 Chicago 2016 Bid Timeline 

January 2008 Initial bid – applicant file submitted to 
IOC 

June 2008 Short listed with 4 other candidates; paid 
$500 000 bid fee 

October 2008 Final bid book submitted 

February 2009 Final application to IOC 

May/June 2009 IOC committee visits all 2016 candidates 
for evaluation 

September 2009 Evaluation report released 

October 2009 IOC announces winner 

 

Why did they bid? 

A notable inclusion in the Chicago bid documents was the differentiation between the 

benefits of the bid and the actual hosting of the event. Section 1.4 of the candidature 

file specifically alludes to bid benefits that had already impacted the city early in the 

process including increased visibility of sport and Olympic values in the city, the 

creation of World Sport Chicago (WSC) and its continuity regardless of the outcome 

of the bid, and the acquisition of the site for the Olympic Village. More specifically, it 
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was stated in the file that the proposed site “will be redeveloped into a new residential 

community regardless of the outcome of the bid” (Chicago 2016, n.d.b., p. 20).   

In addition, Chicago’s formal bid application emphasized key legacy initiatives 

including the use of Chicago’s park districts and innovative sustainable development 

programs.  This was reinforced in the “Blue-Green Games [concept] which alludes to 

the blue of Lake Michigan’s precious waters and the green of Chicago’s magnificent 

parklands, addresses the global concerns related to the environmental issues of air, 

land and fresh water” (Chicago 2016, n.d.b, p.6).  The focus on communities was 

another event legacy detailed in the bid. The bid committee, “wanted to ensure local 

residents [could] benefit from the opportunities presented by the Games” (Chicago 

2016, n.d.b, p. 20). The creation of a new centre of Olympic and Paralympic sport and 

contributions to the Olympic Movement through education programming, promotion of 

Olympic ideals and innovation were also touched on.  

The development of the legacy initiatives highlighted in the bid documents were driven 

by the bid committee in consultation with a variety of event stakeholders. A chief legacy 

officer was used at this stage to help ensure the city would be able to make some 

returns from hosting the event. Part of this person’s role included looking at previous 

and current bids to see what had been done and what had been successful. It was 

also important to find out what the IOC wanted as outcomes from hosting the 2016 

event. Finally, creativity was important as the city was also interested in including 

legacies that would help differentiate them from their competitors. This information 

would ultimately play a role in shaping the key legacy initiatives in the bid. The purpose 

of this position is reflected in the following excerpt:  

We looked at activating the public and private partnerships to insure there were 

complimentary benefits between the goals of those groups and the bid.  We also 

looked at previous Games to see what had been positive legacies. (Interview #23, 

2017). 

Some similarities and differences regarding the purpose of the bid were evident in the 

interview data. This was especially apparent in the differing emphases that were 

placed on the reasons behind why Chicago bid in the bid books versus what the 

interviewees spoke about. When discussing the reasons behind the bid many 

participants consistently spoke of the bid as a way to:  a) enhance Chicago’s 

international brand, b) provide a youth legacy (through World Sport Chicago), and c) 

improve city cohesiveness.   

Enhance Chicago’s International Brand 

Overwhelming discussion from the interview participants focused on enhancing 

Chicago’s image by improving their international brand. There was a common 

sentiment among case representatives that Chicago is a great city but that it is 

constantly over shadowed by other great cities in the US and globally. They referred 

to the city’s image complex as being known the “second city” behind New York 

(Interview #26, 2017). More specifically, the city sought to have more international 

exposure:  
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So it’s always been a challenge that we have being here in the middle of the country 

there’s this fabulous city and this basically an ocean that you know, people from 

around the world even though we have Ohio airport, tourists mostly come to the 

coast. They go to the East coast, they go to the West coast, they go to Florida. And 

so for us it was a way to really sort of expose Chicago to the rest of the world 

(Interview #28, 2017) 

It was also thought that boosts in tourism could be achieved through the extensive 

media coverage received as result of bidding.    

Youth legacy 

Promised legacies also included the development of a youth sport organization that 

would aim to serve 10 000 inner city kids per year. This commitment emerged in the 

form of World Sport Chicago (WSC) which was launched in 2008 and self-funded by 

the bid. Of the $72 million that was raised by the bid organizers, $12.4 was specifically 

ear marked for legacy projects including WSC (Chicago 2016, n.d.a). This was a 

strategic attempt by the bid committee to show that the city was truly on board and 

supportive of the bid.  This commitment is reflected below: 

[WSC] was something that we wanted to advocate to the IOC to actively 

demonstrate our commitment to the Olympic Movement and to the local 

community. Win or lose, we knew it’s the right thing to do (Interview #23, 2017). 

Improve City Cohesiveness 

Thirdly, there was an effort to bring the city together. Historically, there has been quite 

a big divide between class and race in the city. There were hopes that bringing the 

Olympic Games to the city and integrating it into all of the neighbourhoods would help 

rally the city. There was an effort made by the bid committee to try and make the bid 

an inclusive effort, however contested this may be. More specifically, many people 

hoped that hosting the event would galvanize the population of Chicago, in way similar 

experiences like the hosting of the World Fair in 1893 and 1933 had done.   

Although there was sense that hosting the Games could enhance community and 

sport infrastructure interestingly this was downplayed in the bid. In fact, the 

infrastructure opportunities where sparsely identified as a reason to host.  

The physical legacies were really downplayed, you know, there was a lot of attempt 

to reuse a venue, or use existing venues and temporary venues […] but there is a 

notion about these facilities, that so much energy and natural resources are 

dedicated, but then they fall foul. That is very much on our top of mind all 

throughout the planning (Interview #31, 2017). 

Chicago Bid Legacy 

When analysing the data from this case it was evident that the views of bid and event 

legacies are varied and context dependent. This is not surprising however, as this 

point has been previously highlighted in the literature (cf. Leopkey & Parent, 2016). 

This notion is reflected in the following comment:  
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No matter what subject you look at, there’s always upsides and downsides […] It 

depends on how you put it into context and your perspective. From a US 

perspective, one of the biggest challenges we faced was that we were a privately 

funded bid versus our competitors’ government funded bids.  Significant private 

fundraising had to occur with the belief we would not only succeed in breaking 

even, but also generate a profit that would benefit the city government. So, the 

question becomes, from an outlier’s perspective, is that time and energy that better 

spent raising funds to help renew the local infrastructure, help the school system, 

alleviate poverty and decrease crime? It’s a fear of the unknown. It was our job to 

instil confidence in our success to overcome those fears. (Interview #23, 2017). 

Following the analysis of the Chicago case data several bid legacy themes were 

evident. Many of these themes seemed to focus on the intangible benefits from 

bidding. In fact, many of the people involved highlighted the importance of these types 

of legacies, “I would not underestimate the softer benefits that come out of the bid. I 

know they may be difficult to quantify.  But I certainly would not underestimate, 

underestimate them” (Interview #33, 2017).  Moreover, more unplanned or perhaps 

unintended legacies were evident. This may have related to the fact that bid legacy 

was thought of as a back-up in this case and not heavily promoted because the real 

goal of the bid was to win the Games and to accrue event legacy. This idea that you 

don’t plan to lose (at least in the Chicago case) is reflected below: 

[Bid legacy] was more on the contingency side. We recognized there was a benefit 

just to bidding, certainly. However, a bid, as I’m sure you know, is like a presidential 

political campaign, it’s at that level – extraordinary amounts of resources, the 

commitment of scores of people, huge political implications and you don’t go into 

something like that ever saying we might lose, so of course we would speak about 

it sometimes as a senior management team, but it’s not the way it’s done and so 

we focused more on the, we focused explicitly on the legacy the Games would 

leave behind (Interview #26, 2017).  

These bid legacies are summarized in Table 6.2 below. Following the table each of 

the main themes are further discussed. 

 

Table 6.2 Chicago Bid Legacy Themes 

Bid Legacy Themes Example 

Urban city planning, assessment, identification 
of issues, civic engagement 

Community  unification, public private partnerships, 
civic pride, confidence 

Environment local discussion, leadership 
engagement, carbon footprint 

Event Hosting Capacity legitimacy, Chicago Sports Commission, 
hosting more international and diverse 
events 

Promotional Image, international profile, tourism, 
branding 
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Personal  political capital, career advancement,  

Sport Network Influence, relationships 

Social World Sport Chicago, youth sport 
programming, increased access 

 

Urban 

The bidding process can help push a city to think more critically about large-scale city 

planning.  This introspective assessment can assist in identifying problems with public 

transportation, deficiencies in sport facilities, and recognize certain neighbourhoods 

that may require additional aid. It precipitated a variety of stakeholders to think about 

how the city would evolve over the next decade. These were impacts that were felt in 

the community despite not winning the bid:  

Okay, we didn’t win but those plans and those ideas and those thoughts remain. 

That doesn’t mean we’ve been able to act on all of them but we built some of them 

in subway stations – L stations we call them here – where we were and doing it for 

Games. We built a new sport stadium at the convention centre. We had had many 

and more successful discussions about operating our convention facilities even 

though they’re among the largest in the world […] We created a catalyst for things 

like bus rapid transit routes that go east and west. We made big pushes with cycling 

and Chicago just won an award last year for being the best bicycle city in America 

(Interview #26, 2017). 

Moreover, biding for the Games can help foster engagement by involving citizens in 

the civic dialogue. The bid “gave us a canvas upon which we could paint a bigger 

picture even if the picture’s not finished and I think that’s important” (Interview #26, 

2017). 

Community  

While the city and the bid committee did have both positive and negative experiences 

when trying to put the bid together, overall there was feeling that there was unification 

within the city. The city’s culture was described this way by one of the interviewees: 

Chicago is a city of neighbourhoods, you may have heard this expression, you 

know, we have many political wards, we have many different neighbourhoods 

representing different ethnicities. The city remains, unfortunately, quite segregated 

on many dimensions, and we found quite quickly that although there was pushback 

in certain quarters against the bid, from an emotional perspective particularly, the 

bid was a tremendously unifying experience even as it was divisive. It was 

extraordinarily unifying (Interview #26, 2017). 

Engagement in the Olympic bid process helped prove that a variety of different 

stakeholders could come together to work on a large-scale project like the Olympic 

Games in the city. “Look at all we did here” if we did it for the Olympic bid, we can “do 

it again with some other platform” (Interview #23, 2017). Originally, there seemed to 

be an energizing force, “there was a closer sense of civic work and pride, and that 
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lasted even though we lost” (Interview #26, 2017). In sum, the bid provided a rallying 

cry for citizens and groups within the city as noted below: 

The bid did bring together the city in a way that I’ve never seen before. It unified 

us with one voice that we were going to be able to host the world. To feel that kind 

of enthusiasm and pride from the public and from the private partnership that is 

core to Chicago was pretty special (Interview #23, 2017). 

Environment  

It was interesting to note that although the environment seemed to be a key legacy 

priority mentioned in the official bid documents it was less stressed by the interviewees 

as one of the main purposes of the bid. It seemed that this bid goal was more closely 

related to the institutionalization of the IOC environmental directives (cf. Ross & 

Leopkey, 2017) and the pre-established reputation of Chicago as a ‘green’ city. This 

is reflected in the statement below:  

[With regards to the bid’s] commitment to sustainability, Mayor Daley was widely 

considered to be the first green mayor of the United States. And that was 

something we were already doing and you know […] you know we have more acres 

of green roof than any, or hectares, or whatever you call it. Buildings are LEED 

certified. We made everybody comply with environmental policies. Trees, flowers, 

all the things that contribute to a better environment and we’re already doing it […] 

It’s kind of in the city’s DNA (Interview #28, 2017). 

In terms of providing an environmental legacy from the bid and hosting process, one 

interviewee said that it really wasn’t the purpose of including environment and 

sustainability in the bid, “to look for a legacy in this particular area that was not 

necessarily an objective of what we were trying to do” (Interview #33, 2017). While the 

‘green’ initiatives had a good fit with the city’s long term vision they also provided a 

platform for major corporations and environmental organizations in the area to come 

together to learn about local issues. Opportunities for these community leaders to 

engage in dialogue on the topic also occurred. “During the bidding process, one of the 

things that we were able to do very, very successfully was, we were able to put leaders 

of industry in the same room with leaders of environmental organisations” (Interview 

#33, 2017). 

There was also evidence that there was a contribution to the Olympic Movement with 

regards to the approach Chicago took to ensuring environmental protection and event 

sustainability. While other previous bidders and hosts have made important additions 

to the environmental agenda (e.g., London 2012), the Chicago committee felt that their 

understanding of the Games carbon footprint was more robust than any predecessors. 

As a result, they have helped shape future bids in this area. One interviewee reflected 

on this point: 

I think that we, in our, in our bid documents, had the most detailed climate, carbon 
inventory, that had ever been done by a bidding city previously.  Which, I think is 
very, very important for bid cities to do, as, as they move forward.  I also think that 
we had done an excellent job or trying to change the dynamic around how energy 
is used for the Olympic Games (Interview #5, 2017).  
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Event hosting capacity  

The bidding for the 2016 Olympic Games helped legitimize the city as a contender for 

hosting more international and diverse sporting events. The knowledge, experience 

and contacts gained from bidding for the event helped legitimize the city in the eyes of 

international sport federations (IFs) and other sport organization with control over 

event rights. The bid,  

gave Chicago a different level of credibility.  Getting that far in the process, […] 

If we were to have a discussion about wanting to host an event we have an 

automatic higher level of credibility than perhaps somebody else or that we had 

previously.  Also I think it gives them all a strong level of confidence that we 

have the right network and relationships because, again, we wouldn’t have 

gotten as far as we had in the bid process had we not had that (Interview #27, 

2017). 

Since the bid, the city has hosted a variety of amateur and lower tier events such as 

the NHL Triathlon, Frozen Four, NFL draft, an MLS exhibition game against Real 

Madrid and several rugby exhibition matches. “But is that because of the bid?  You 

know, it just so happens that some of the people that kind of started that effort were 

involved in the bid and they were passionate about sport” (Interview #31, 2017). 

Another development that can be associated with the 2016 bid is the formation of the 

Chicago Sports Commission in 2011. This organization is dedicated to recruiting and 

supporting “high-profile, major sporting events that generate economic impact and 

positive exposure for the city of Chicago” (Choose Chicago, n.d. para. 1). Many would 

consider the Chicago Sports Commission an indirect consequence of the Olympic bid 

since it started two years after the failed bid. More specifically, the Games bid acted 

more like a catalyst since this type of organization would have likely come to fruition 

eventually in the city.  One interviewee spoke about the creation of the Commission in 

the following way: 

I think we needed a little time to get the sting of losing.  Then we realised how 

much could be accomplished if we had an organisation dedicated to winning 

sports [events].  We certainly thought if we were in the top four for the 2016 

Games we surely would be able to end up being number one and win other 

sporting events that are impactful and bring benefits to the city.  And we have 

done that (Interview #27, 2017).  

Promotional 

One of the driving forces behind bidding for the Games was to raise the international 

profile of the city. Beyond raising the profile, there was a need to change the image of 

the city from a ‘second city’ to one that was recognized regularly on the global stage.  

Chicago from a branding standpoint, for me, has always been mislabelled and 

misunderstood . There are long held misconceptions about the city that simply 

aren't true or relevant. Hosting the 2016 Olympic and Paralympic Games would 

have been the platform to clearly and positively define who Chicago was on a 

national and international stage (Interview #23, 2017). 
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There was some impression that the city gained a lot of ground on this front despite 

the failed attempt at hosting. More specifically, it was noted that “Chicago brand was 

repositioned in a much more a positive direction looking towards the future rather 

than reflecting always on the past” (Interview #23, 2017). In sum, there was a feeling 

that perceptions were changing and the world was starting to take notice of the city, 

especially the media. For example, one respondent quipped, “at one point we’d 

banned foie gras and that was a big, international story. We saw that story disappear 

as we started talking more about the Olympic Bid” (Interview #23, 2017).   

Personal  

One theme that was very apparent throughout the interview data was the personal 

success stories of individuals who had been both directly and indirectly related to the 

Chicago bid. There seemed to be significant gains in political or social capital for these 

individuals (cf. Misener & Mason, 2007). For many, the experience was a milestone in 

their lives. “I can speak for myself that the effort was kind of life changing, career 

changing for me personally in terms of relationships that I developed out of that effort 

“(Interview #31, 2017).  The Games bid brought together a highly diverse group of 

individuals that shared the common ambition of wanting “to bring the Games to 

Chicago- and they gave it their all. Those people have gone on to do disparate things. 

Many have been successful while others feel the Bid was the high point of their 

careers.” (Interview #23, 2017). In addition, it helped advance a variety of individual’s 

careers and businesses in the field. One interviewee noted a number of individuals 

involved in the bid who had benefited greatly from their involvement: 

look at Kara Bachman, for example, on a rocket ship, that was because of the 

bid. Mark Mitten who’s now doing, you know, major documentaries and stuff, 

that’s from the bid. He had a lot of other things going on too, but that’s part of 

it. Patrick Sandusky, he was a junior person at [Hill and Knowlton], he’s now 

the head of USOC Communications, and then some […] Gordon Kane 

completely grew his own sports marketing firm because it was tied to the bid 

(Interview #26, 2017). 

Sport network  

In addition to the personal legacies that were advanced following the bid process, 

there was a strong sport network developed in the city.  It was noted that the high’s 

and low’s experienced during the bid enhanced the relationships that were formed 

during the competition.  

For those of us who stayed local, we’re all very close; you’ve kind of got that sort 

of like marine unit mentality. You serve in combat together and you hang around, 

your part of the same organizations […] There’s a comradery of professionals who 

go from bid to bid or host city to host city and that’s what they do. Those people, 

I’ll probably keep in touch with them. But the Chicago ones who were in it are still 

part of it (Interview #28, 2017). 

Even though the city did not win the bid, the local sport network has remained.  

No, we didn’t win, but we didn’t lose either because the Bidding process 
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provided numerous benefits. We did a great job and fielded the best bid that 

America’s ever seen. That certainly galvanised the group of us that worked on 

the Bid. . It also gave the city a shared vision, a common goal. United States 

President Kennedy challenged Americans to put a man on the moon. It’s been 

articulated as that generation’s moon shot. I believe each generation needs a 

“moon shot” to aspire to, to strive for and to reach higher than previously 

thought. And, as part of that, to find their shared greatness and confidence. 

For some Chicagoans, the Bid was that “moon shot.” And,, while we may not 

have landed on the moon, we know now that we can “land on the moon” for 

something else (Interview #23, 2017). 

Social 

Many respondents identified the creation of social programs such as World Sport 

Chicago as a positive impact on the city as a result of the bid. However, some remain 

critical whether it has reached its full potential. As of 2015, WSC are reporting on 

serving a much smaller number than originally anticipating, between 2500- 3500 per 

year. Others noted: 

I think it certainly has provided solutions for communities and at risk kids that have 
been affected by violence and has helped out kids, when I say that, I can’t give you 
specific metrics as to the impact, but it has filled a void for kids who were looking 
for something that would give them hope.  The Movement’s values and the 
opportunity to watch and participate in Olympic sport have offered that hope. And 
World Sport Chicago has accomplished that. But there’s still the opportunity to do 
more.  (Interview #23, 2017).  

  

Although the mission and vision were fairly clear for the organization. The execution 

was difficult as there seemed to be a disconnect between organizational goals and 

available resources to implement and achieve them. Since the failed bid, the 

programming has evolved from providing access to Olympic and Paralympic sport to 

also focusing on the public school system and access to sport. More recently, the 

organization has developed new programming to help kids get back into sport.  

World Sport Chicago is working together with Chicago public schools to help kids 
be able to participate in Olympic and Paralympic sports and achieve their personal 
best in the process. Sport in our schools has been almost non-existent for the last 
seven years. That’s the core mission of World Sport Chicago- getting young kids 
involved in sport, helping them embrace and embody the Olympic values and to 
give them hope that there’s a better life for them. (Interview #23, 2017).  

The Failed bid 

As noted above, the Chicago case presented some interesting challenges. For 

example, many individuals still seemed a little upset about the outcome of the 2016 

bid. They frequently referred to the fact that they had had the best bid but didn’t win. 

However, in hindsight, they learned that the process was more involved than simply 

designing the best bid. As such, it was regularly noted that the reason that Chicago 

didn’t win the bid was that the bid team did not understand or wasn’t fully aware of the 

tension between the USOC and the IOC at the time. Much of this lingering animosity 
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centred on pre-existing contractual agreements with the IOC and sponsorship deals 

that were being renegotiated as well as negative interactions regarding the Olympic 

network. Moreover, it became increasingly evident that one of IOC President Jacques 

Rogge’s personal agendas was to bring the Games to new locations around the globe. 

The fact that the US wasn’t new seemed to be detrimental. Overall, they felt out 

politicked: 

We got out-tacticed. Rio had a number of supporters that they had vote for Tokyo 

so that Tokyo would get more votes than us because they knew if we had trouble 

in the first round, we were going to have trouble in the later round.  Now, tactically 

again, we did not do a good enough job in our handling of individual IOC voting 

members and we played it very clean, extraordinarily clean (Interview #26, 2017). 

Negative Outcomes 

While many positive bid legacies have been highlighted, two main negative outcomes 

from the bid seem to put a dark shadow over this case. These black marks include the 

land purchase for the Olympic Village and the long term union negotiations/contracts 

that were put into place during the lead up to the host city decision.   

Over $140 million in principle and interest has been spent on the land purchased 

(former Michael Reese Hospital) for what was proposed to be the Olympic Village 

(Bergen & St. Clair, 2016). While the bid documents stated this land would be 

redeveloped regardless of the bid outcome nothing has come to fruition. This has 

infuriated many and continues to be a contentious topic in the city of Chicago.  

The city had put up a lot of money for the Michael Reese property. We thought that 

we would be able to sell that to developers and it would be privately handled to 

build the towers and everything that needed to be done for the Games. The 

unfortunate combination of our loss and the real estate prices meant everyone’s 

been sitting on it on the [civic] side (Interview #26, 2017). 

To ensure peace during the Games, the city council approved 10-year union contracts 

(Bergen & St. Clair, 2016).  This provided additional leverage for the unions to barter 

better deals and weakened the position of the city in these negotiations. 

We were required by the USOC as part of our bid contract because we knew, they 

knew it would be required by the IOC, to get no-strike clauses for city workers and 

everything during the bid. The mayor was in negotiations with a lot of unions and 

everything early on in the domestic phase, and those contracts run for long periods 

of time. He had to buy up that no-strike guarantee. They got a sweetheart deal. 

We’re paying for that now in terms of pensions (Interview #26, 2017).  

 

An additional negative impact of the failed bid is the strained relationship that was 

created between the city of Chicago, the USOC and more specifically the IOC. As 

detailed earlier, many in the city are still disgruntled by the outcome of the bid. The 

experience has left a bad taste in the mouths of many who could/would be involved in 

potential future bid, thus eliminating or alienating a potential legitimate contender. 

These sentiments are expressed in the following quote: 
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I don’t know that I would ever support ever going after another Olympic bid in this 

city […] I think the basic sentiment was that … I think the IOC and the name of the 

brand, has been severely diminished in a lot of people’s eyes in Chicago (Interview 

#31, 2017). 

Finally, others, including those in opposition to the Games, believed these funds could 

have been spent elsewhere in the community and with far more impact. There was 

also evidence of the attempted development a post-bid strategy, but this has been 

difficult. Approximately $885 000 was paid to a consultancy company to come up with 

redevelopment strategies however this was determined to be unsuccessful (Bergen & 

St. Clair, 2016). 

Conclusion 

Chicago’s experience in the 2016 bid process was a combination of highs and lows 

from receiving top marks on the bid evaluation report to being surprisingly knocked out 

in the first round of voting. While there is still some cynicism in the city with regards to 

the IOC and the bid process, there was evidence suggesting that the city did 

experience some positive legacies from the journey. Our research revealed that in 

addition to promotional, urban, community, hosting, and social benefits, individuals 

also gained social capital, event bidding knowledge and experience, and a stronger 

sport network. While there were positives experienced in the city from the bid process 

two major issues (e.g., Olympic Village land purchase and union contracts) 

overshadow these gains. Moreover, it is unlikely that the city will vie for the Games 

any time soon as a result of the strained relationships created between the IOC and 

the USOC. However, had the Chicago team had a better understanding of the bid 

process and the behind the scene politics involved they would have likely approached 

the bid differently (i.e., a shift  from legitimate to utilitarian style bid) as a first time 

bidder and used it as a learning experience that could have set them up for success 

in the future.  
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7.0 Case Study 3: Istanbul 2020 

Introduction 

Parallel to the growing political discourse around the world as a whole, sport in Turkey 

began to take its place on the policy agenda in the early 1980s. By the turn of the 

century, sport became one of the critical issues on the government’s policy agenda. 

Turkey's desire to host the Summer Olympic Games, began in the 1990s. While 

hosting the Games has yet to be realized, many top tier sporting events have been 

held in Turkey since 2000. In addition, various financial awards for elite sportsmen and 

many sports facilities have been constructed demonstrating significant policy change. 

The hosting of international sporting events has become an important topic. In this 

regard, considerable budgets have been created by the state for sports organizations. 

The funding that is used for sport, how and where it can be used are among the most 

important questions related to both the academic and political environments. These 

investments are open to debate throughout the country when sport for all, grassroots 

development, the participation of young people and children in the sport, and elite 

sports success are considered. 

The steps taken for sport for all and the participation of children and young people in 

the sport are inadequate in reaching the targets compared with the examples in 

developed countries. Even though many different cities have hosted sports events in 

Turkey, when it comes to the Olympic Games, Istanbul is the only city in Turkey with 

close to enough adequate infrastructure to consider hosting. The city of Istanbul, 

applied for a total of five times to host the Olympic Games.  The first effort was in 1993 

for the 2000 edition. Following the failure of this nomination, the city pursued the 2004, 

2008, 2012 Games and most recently the 2020 Games.  

Since Istanbul's Olympic Games candidacy cannot be considered independent of 

Turkey's political dynamics; it would be right to distinguish the last candidacy process 

which happened between 2011 and 2013 from the first four candidacies which 

happened between 1991 and 2005. In this context, it is possible to describe the first 

four candidacies as "Utilitarian bidding", where the primary motivation of the bidding is 

achieving some other goals than hosting the Games and describe the last one as a 

"legitimate bidding", where the main purpose is hosting the Games (Torres, 2012). 

Istanbul’s Summer Olympic Games Bid Origins (2000-2004-2008-2012) 

Istanbul’s Olympic journey started as a result of the personal desires of some sports 

authorities to host. This effort subsequently became supported and secured by law. 

The so called ‘Olympic law’,  lead by former Chairman of the Turkish Olympic 

Committee and IOC member Sinan Erdem provided legal grounds and resources for 

the candidacy. However, even if the law's existence has brought it to the process, it 

caused the result that ‘’the government institutions behave as if it joins’’ (interview 18, 

2017). In other words, there was a lack of mutual acceptance from government 

institutions to act as if they are willing and motivated to host the Games. 
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Law number 3792, which was accepted on 5 May 1992, determines the relevant 

principles and procedures concerning the preparation of the city of Istanbul for the 

Olympiad in conformity with the terms of IOC agreements. It covers the procedures 

and other arrangements regarding the establishment, duties, authorities and work of 

the institutions, enterprises, councils and committees, which have been appointed for 

this purpose. As a result of this law, two governmental institutions were established: 

the Istanbul Olympic Games Preparation and Organization Council (IOGPO) and the 

Executive Council and Preparation Committee (ECPC). These two institutions were 

subject to special legal provisions and had a judicial identity. The committees 

established under the law, which the state has taken into force, are equipped with 

broad powers for the execution of the process. IOGPO is presided by the Minister of 

Sports, where a management board formed by ten people comprising the Major, 

Governor, President of the National Olympic Committee of Turkey, Vice President, 

President of the National Paralympics Committee of Turkey, Sports General Director, 

etc. (Law No. 3796, 1992). 

A high profiled manager of Istanbul’s former bids quoted the emergence of Istanbul's 

first Olympic nomination and the situation in those years in Istanbul with the following 

words: 

All has begun as a result of former IOC member Mr. Sinan Erdem’s efforts. On 

the other hand, there wasn’t any other person who knew better than him that, 

in the physical conditions of Istanbul in years 1992-1993, when none of our 

facilities except the Abdi İpekçi was functional, in a financial situation where the 

sources were not identified, Turkey had not chance to win. We didn’t have 

anything to lose. Each time they said yes, let’s get into it because what we gain 

is more valuable than the money spent, there is no loss. Furthermore, he 

believed that Olympic candidacy could allow us spreading the sports culture, 

contributing to making people adopt the Olympic values, encouraging the 

children to participate in sports, to catch their interest, to guide them, to press 

the education to turn sports into a major education instrument. The main ideal 

behind these Olympic candidacies was using the candidacy as a catalyst for 

creating a better society (interview 18, 2017).    

 From the beginning, the individuals who believed in Olympic ideals in the first 

nomination were able to persuade state officials that the process of bidding alone had 

the potential to make a positive impact. The acceptance of the positive aspects of 

bidding have been recognised and consolidated in law on a number of occasions (e.g., 

2004, 2005, 2007 and 2011). The law recognises the necessity for Istanbul to become 

a candidate every time. When there was resistance, the Olympic law was used as an 

instrument to convince the authorities.  

When convincing the politicians, the representatives of the Turkish National Olympic 

Committee asserted that Olympic bidding could be used for the following: 

• Spreading the Olympic ideals among the young Turks 

• Creation of understanding and awareness about the importance of sports 
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• Using sport as a tool for the education of young Turks. 

The representatives of the Turkish National Olympic Committee believed that the 

government should coordinate this initiative because of its social potential. But as a 

result of the turbulent political agenda and political resistance, this acceptance process 

took a long time, and the Olympic law was accepted only ten months prior to 2000 

Olympic Games decision, which ultimately went to Sydney, Australia. Limited time, the 

inexperience of the bidding committee and insufficient infrastructure led to Istanbul 

receiving only seven votes and losing in the first round of the election (Past Olympic 

Host City Election Results, 2011). Although the existence of the Olympic law requires 

bidding at every opportunity, the general belief was that this attempt was valuable for 

the city and country and the positives outweighed the costs of bidding. The 

achievement of elevated internal and external prestige, establishing Istanbul as a 

player on the world map, and using sport as an educational tool became motives of 

the following bids.  

Istanbul’s Summer Olympic Games Bid Origins (2020) 

Similar to the four previous bids, the last bid was also impacted by the Olympic law 

which provided both a detailed framework as well as guidance for the application. It 

also required a variety of state institutions to come together and determined the budget 

for the bidding process. The Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality provided the necessary 

resources for the bid with a provision for additional support if needed from other 

governmental resources. 

In contrast to previous bids from the city, the 2020 bid began a different political 

environment. AKP, the ruling party in Turkey since 2002 had the power to order all 

relevant institutions to collaborate and use their resources to support the bid, thereby 

legitimizing the latest bid and turning it into an actual contender. Moreover, during the 

AKP’s tenure, Turkey’s economic situation became much better than in the 1990s. 

2023 will be the 100th anniversary of the Republic of Turkey and as a result objectives 

have been in included in the government’s master plan to focus on fields such as the 

economy, transportation, education, sports. The hosting of the Games was considered 

a way to expedite the achievement of these objectives. This resulted in proper 

planning for the bid as necessary infrastructure investments were determined. The 

CEO of the 2020 Bidding Committee outlines the motives as follows:  

Since during candidacy, the focus is on winning, failure is never thought of. Our 

feature different from the other candidates was that Istanbul was not ready at 

that time. But, relying on our robust construction sector and financial 

infrastructure, we know that these plans would be executed, and the city would 

transform itself faster as a result of Olympic Games” (interview 16, 2017).  

In sum, the general environment in Turkey during the first four bids and the last bid 

was consequentially different which resulted in changed expectations associated with 

the bid. Considering this shift, the legacies from the bids will be distinguished 

separately.  
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The Legacies of the Bids (2000-2004-2008-2012) 

Between 1991-2002, Turkey experienced significant political instability. During this 

period of twelve years, there were ten government change (Past Governments, 2016). 

When the structure of these governments are examined, it appears that six of them 

were coalition governments established with parties representing different political 

ideologies (Coalition Governments in Turkey, 2015), which led to a slower policy 

implementation cycle and limited successes in decision making. Therefore, the impact 

of the first four candidacies of Istanbul has been limited. As seen in many cities' 

candidacies for the Olympic Games, to be able to carry out the application efficiently 

or to create a legacy through bidding, there is a need for total acceptance and 

cooperation among public institutions, non-governmental organizations and the public. 

In this respect, it cannot be said that the first four candidacies of Istanbul had a positive 

legacy regarding reaching the determined targets, however, as is detailed below, there 

were significant gains made. 

At the beginning of the 1990’s Istanbul’s ambition the host the Olympic Games was 

only a dream and quite far from realization. In addition to the unstable economic and 

political environment, the sports infrastructure of the city was insufficient. As a result 

of Istanbul’s first Olympic candidacy, the Turkish media became more interested and 

invested in sport. Consecutively, sports authorities begun to gain more coverage in 

printed and visual media which helped to inform the Turkish community about the 

positive outcomes of being involved in sport.  

Using Sport as an Educational Tool 

A booklet called ‘Olympism’ was created in cooperation with many academics and 

sports authorities, but despite the continuous efforts of the Turkish National Olympic 

Committee, this booklet was never approved by the Ministry of Education and as result 

not used in primary schools (interview 20, 2017). At the end of the first candidacy, the 

rationale for bidding “using sport as a tool for education” was not accomplished, albeit 

sport did achieve an elevated place in national consciousness (interview 20, 2017).   

Developing Sports Infrastructure for the City 

As the general secretary of Turkish National Olympic Committee revealed, knowledge 

transfer occurred during the first four candidacies. Each time Istanbul bid, knowledge 

gained from the past failed bid, was included in the bid book and help to shape overall 

bidding strategies (Interview 20, 2017). Following the first unsuccessful bid, the 

bidding committee dissected the failure and concluded that the prominent 

disadvantage was the scarcity of existing sports facilities. As a result, they started to 

focus on tangible legacies and lobbied the government for more funds to support this 

development. With the backing of the government, both land for sporting purposes 

was allocated, and then, construction of sports facilities was begun. The construction 

of Atatürk Olympic Stadium, located in the heart of the proposed Olympic village began 

in 1999 and finished in 2002. Since its completion, this stadium has hosted many sport 

and art events including the European Champions League Final in 2005 and globally 
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known music band U2 concert in 2010 (Ataturk Olympic Stadium, 2015). Recent sports 

facilities that have been constructed in Istanbul were built an Olympic candidacy in 

mind. However, construction on the proposed Olympic village was never completed. 

In sum, it is evident that the sports infrastructure of Istanbul was shaped according to 

the Olympic Project (interview 18, 2017). The interviewees believed that if Istanbul 

hadn’t bid for the Games that many sport related issues which now are debated and 

are discussed, wouldn’t have been on the policy agenda. The general belief is that if 

previous candidacies had not occurred the massive investments in sport facilities still 

being made by the government in the government would not have been realized. 

The Legacies of the 2020 Bid 

As highlighted previously Istanbul’s last bid occurred in a different political environment 

and as a result it is more difficult to isolate the candidacy from the political and social 

agenda. The economic momentum attained by Turkey after 2009 had been replaced 

by a different climate by 2013. Between the years 2010-2013 Turkey, and respectively 

Istanbul, became one of the most attractive global tourism destinations in the world. 

At that time, some global economists considered Turkey to be the ‘rising star’ of the 

Middle East (Champion & Parkinson, 2011). Turkey attracted 37.5 million visitors in 

2012 and ranked 6th worldwide as a tourism destination (Tourism Highlights, 2013). 

Having already ‘put itself on the map’ Istanbul's attempt to achieve international 

acclaim, through a bid for the 2020 Olympics, reveals the city’s aspirations to join the 

world of elite sport. The government’s ambitions for bidding under these 

circumstances seem to be very logical. On the other hand, the Olympic Games was in 

search for new, alternative markets, in particular for the Summer edition. And as such, 

Turkey’s young population and economic momentum was making the country a very 

attractive market for the IOC. 

Given the knowledge and technical experiences gathered in previous bids, Turkey 

began to apply for the hosting rights of a variety of international sports events. As a 

result of this strategy, Turkey hosted more than 25 high profiled sports events between 

the years 2010 and 2013. These events are listed below.  

Table 7.1 International sport events hosted in Turkey (2010-2013) 

 
YEAR EVENT LOCATION 

1 2010 FIBA World Championship Istanbul, Ankara, Izmir, Kayseri 

2 2010 Karate World Clubs Cup Istanbul 

3 2010 F1 Turkish Grand Prix Istanbul 

4 2010 

2010 World Weightlifting 

Championships Antalya 

5 2011 

TEB BNP Paribas WTA 

Championships Istanbul 
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6 2011 

European Amateur Boxing 

Championships Ankara 

7 2011 

FIVB Volleyball Girls' U18 World 

Championship Ankara 

8 2011 

European Youth Summer Olympic 

Festival Trabzon 

9 2011 World Wrestling Championships Istanbul 

10 2011 Winter Universiade Games Erzurum 

11 2011 European Judo Championships Istanbul 

12 2011 F1 Turkish Grand Prix Istanbul 

13 2011 Karate World Clubs Cup Istanbul 

14 2012 

TEB BNP Paribas WTA 

Championships Istanbul 

15 2012 

European Weightlifting 

Championships Antalya 

16 2012 European Sports Capital Istanbul 

17 2012 

IAAF World Indoor 

Championships Istanbul 

18 2012 

FIBA Euroleague Women Final 

Eight Istanbul 

19 2012 Euroleague Final Four Istanbul 

20 2012 

FINA World Swimming 

Championships (25 m) Istanbul 

21 2013 FIFA U-20 World Cup 

Istanbul, Trabzon, Rize, Bursa, 

Kayseri, Antalya, Gaziantep 

22 2013 Mediterranean Games Mersin 

23 2013 

CEV Women's Champions 

League Final Four Istanbul 

24 2013 

TEB BNP Paribas WTA 

Championships Istanbul 

25 2013 

FIVB Volleyball Men's U21 World 

Championship Ankara, Izmir 

26 2013 World Archery Championships Antalya 

27 2013 FIBA EuroChallenge Final Four Izmir 
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Many of these sports events were organized in Istanbul. Several tangible and 

intangible legacies occurred as a result of hosting; including the further development 

of world-class sports facilities, and the enhancement of hosting experience as many 

sports managers who worked continuously at these tournaments garnered prestige of 

the country (internally and externally).   

The event-experienced workforce is outlined as a positive legacy in many interviews. 

The sports director of the 2020 Bidding committee supported this notion below:  

For us, the most important heritage was the human resources. There is an 

important human source formed in two years, whom you train, whom you teach. 

They get to know the city, the regulations, and the structure. These people 

continued to remain in the sector and work in sports. Some of us go to 

federations, some to the industry, some to the public sector (interview 22, 

2017).  

This effect wasn’t restricted to the national level. The Olympic candidacy was 

considered an important international communication platform for Turkish sports 

authorities. Not surprisingly some Turkish Sports authorities gained respectful 

positions during this time. These are listed below:  

• Ugur Erdener, President of the National Olympic Committee of Turkey, 

became Vice-president of the IOC, 

• Hasan Arat, head of the candidacy, entered on the management board of IOC, 

• Neşe Gündoğan, General Secretary of the National Olympic Committee of 

Turkey, became a member of ANOC (Association of National Olympic 

Committees), 

• Nihat Usta from the National Olympic Committee of Turkey entered on the 

management board of the Islamic Solidarity Association.  

Interviewees declared that for the 2020 bid, the Turkish government and all of the 

relevant governmental institutions were for the first time fully behind the Olympic bid. 

This resulted in inter-institutional cooperation and dialogue for a common goal 

between governmental, civic and private organizations. A high-profile manager of the 

Turkish Olympic Committee explained the difference between the 2020 bid and 

integration with private organizations during the process with the following words: 

The business world contributed for the first time to the candidacy. They added 

almost upon instruction. But after the candidacy ended, unexpectedly, KOÇ 

Holding became the sponsor of the National Olympic Committee. Besides, it 

was the main sponsor for three years. This was something which even we 

haven’t been expecting (interview 19, 2017). 

This Olympic candidacy created a platform for distinguishing institutions to come 

together and discuss various issues. Considering the inter-institutional cooperation 

and content of the dialogue, the CEO of the 2020 Bidding Committee outlined the 

following:  
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In the course of candidacy, we have always asked if we get the Olympic games, 

how would this transform the community, how would the distances be 

shortened, how could we have more people involved in sports, how could we 

make the planning to have these areas more accessible? These questions 

would never come to our mind in normal times. Focusing on candidateship, we 

started to look more attend these issues and at the city. The master plan is not 

something we study every day, but we looked from a much wider perspective 

when we sat down with the municipality and other stakeholders and talked 

about placing what were from the sports point of view, showing what is special 

for the Olympics (interview 16). 

Global prestige of the city and respectively the country was also mentioned many 

times during the interviews. The Sports Director from the 2020 Bid Committee 

declared the following: 

This candidacy had an extremely positive effect on the Turkey’s global prestige. 

We ran the sportive campaign of Turkey. Namely, we went from door to door 

telling about the sportive capacity of Istanbul. For telling this, we described its 

culture, beauties and values.   You present your country as wouldn't usually 

make and the countries you compete with are the most prestigious countries of 

the world. Being present on the same platform with these countries, in the same 

pool, you are demonstrating this to those who are not aware of it. The whole 

world discussed Istanbul; it was an unmatchable contribution to our prestige 

(interview 22). 

 

Istanbul’s bid legacies are summarized in the table below. 

Table 7.2 The positive legacies of Istanbul’s Bid(s) 

Bid Legacy  Explanation 

Catalyst for urban development Bidding was used as a catalyst for the 
infrastructural investments and it has 
accelerated the urban development 

Community development Public, civic and private partnerships, 
cooperation for other issues like security 
or transportation 

Increased capacity for event hosting  Event-experienced workforce, building of 
world-class sport facilities, increased 
capacity of sport economy 

International prestige and recognition Bidding empowered international 
recognition and image of the city, 
increased its’ international profile, 
supported tourism investments 

Professional Networking Career advancement for sport 
authorities, political influence and 
building relationships 
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Education Using sport as an education tool for 
youth and community development 

 

Negative Legacies of Istanbul’s Failed Olympic Bids 

Negative legacies of Istanbul’s failed Olympic Bids can be listed in two groups, tangible 

and intangible. Although the main motive behind Atatürk Olympic Stadium’ existence 

was to construct a ready-to-use multi-sport facility to illustrate the city’s commitment 

to the IOC’s evaluation committee and for hosting the Games, in reality, it could be 

argued that the stadium has been below expectation since its construction. The 

original plan of the stadium's surroundings and its connections were unfortunately 

never accomplished, however as of yet there has been little publicity of the low stadium 

usage. This situation is probably felt only by the sports environments. On the other 

hand, intangible negative legacies are considered by the general community. Bid 

operations director of Istanbul’s 2020 Bidding Committee declared the following:  

As a result of losing five bids, the feeling among the community that Turkey 

cannot get the Olympics has strengthened. People started to believe that 

anyhow they would not give it to Turkey. This negative feeling has 

intensified (interview 17, 2017).   

Conclusion 

Istanbul’s Olympic journey started almost 25 years ago. Within this period not only 

the Olympic Games hosting criteria but also the entire sports world has changed. 

From 1993 until 2013, with the exception of the 2016 bid, Istanbul consistently 

attempted to host the Summer Olympic Games. Full support from the government 

and its’ institutions only occurred in the most recent bid for 2020 Games, but the city 

remained unsuccessful for the fifth time. However, our research reveals that the 

failed bids of Istanbul have still been able to create various positive legacies for the 

city and sport movement in the country. Development of sports infrastructure, inter-

institutional cooperation, augmented hosting capacity for international sports events, 

the creation of job opportunities, experienced and educated human resources, 

increased recognition and prestige were evident in this case. When developing 

sports culture and infrastructure, Olympic bidding could be a catalyst. On the other 

hand, long term planning and continuity of the strategies are among the factors 

which lead to success. Our research also indicates negative legacies as non-used 

sports facilities and negative public perception. As explained by Zimbalist (2015), 

mega sporting events can often result in costly stadiums, and these become ‘white 

elephants’. These facilities can not only put a financial strain on cities but may 

become useless after the event.       
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8.0 Conclusions 

 

Prior to embarking upon a summary of the legacies of bids, it is important to stress 

that whether they are positive or negative is subjective, context-specific and 

dependent upon the stakeholders involved. As the purpose of this research was to 

help create an evidence base upon which the funding body (the IOC) could better 

understand the position of previous failed bidders and also encourage future bids, for 

the purposes of this study positive legacies will be considered as those that relate to 

plans in the bid documentation, enhance the development of Olympic sport in the 

city/nation, or encourage the engagement of the city with the Olympic Movement.  

There are numerous legacies that are common across all three cities. First, all three 
cases demonstrate a sporting legacy to some extent. The bidding process, and 
subsequent spotlight it attracts to host nations, led to both the United Kingdom and 
Turkey re-evaluating their elite sport policies. In Turkey, this also meant the updating 
of the anti-doping system. From a British perspective, Manchester’s bid represented 
a watershed moment in terms of UK hosting policy in that it represented the last of the 
city/sport-led bids for mega-events and instead led to the institutionalisation of hosting 
at the national scale. In essence, Manchester, as a failed bid city, was instrumental in 
initiating and supporting institutional change (with respect to the approach towards 
bidding/hosting) and was partly responsible for the strategic hosting process within the 
UK sporting and political landscape. It is currently too early to tell whether Istanbul’s 
experiences will cause such a change in national policies, but there are striking 
similarities, ranging from the institutionalisation of bidding, through the Olympic Law, 
the quest to enhance its experience through staging lower-tier events and the 
refocusing of sport policy towards elites. Chicago’s sporting legacy is different in that 
it focuses on participatory Olympic sport through the advent of World Sport Chicago, 
which targets children with non-mainstream Olympic sports. Clearly, the nature of the 
relationship between Chicago and its NOC, USOC, is markedly different from the 
British and Turkish examples as USOC routinely has multiple interested bidder to 
court. In addition, the federal nature of sport limits any ability of the bid to influence 
national policy. It would be remiss not to mention that the research team made 
significant efforts to access information relating to the success of World Sport Chicago, 
but nothing in terms of the numbers of children it engaged, nor its expenditure was 
forthcoming.  
 
 
In both Manchester and Istanbul, the sporting legacy was closely attached to the event 

legacy, as bid leaders and sports administrators felt that hosting the Olympic Games 

should go hand-in-hand with showcasing the nations’ best athletes. In accordance with 

the suggestions of both Masterman (2011) and Diaey et al. (2014), there was 

considerable evidence that the failed bids enhanced relationships with IFs and this 

was useful in exploiting hosting opportunities in single sport events. However, the 

motivations for developing event strategies has varied. In Istanbul, hosting lower-tier 

multi-sport events and single sport championships is geared towards another 

(successful) Olympic bid. In Manchester, a similar event strategy followed an 

introspective process where future Olympic bidding was ruled out in favour of 

attracting lower-tier events. Conversely again, Chicago has integrated its sport event 
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programme more fully with the pursuit of cultural events. We have stressed throughout 

the report that legacies which may be deemed ‘positive’ are not automatic at all and 

three cases here show that the commonly-cited event legacies have been dependent 

upon effective strategies within each city. Much emphasis was given to the concept of 

serial bidding earlier in the report, with Diaey at al (2014) and Emery (2002) noting a 

reputation as a serial bidder is desirable. This has applied to some extent in Istanbul, 

but after 5 bids there are no current indications of another (although a Turkish bid is 

being prepared for the 2026 Winter Games). We must consider whether there comes 

a point of expiry for serial bidders, especially ones that have maximised their failed bid 

legacies. There is certainly a danger in Istanbul that the successive failure may 

eventually turn public attention against a future bid. Conversely, it was considered by 

some members of the Chicago bid team that their failure should have been followed 

by a subsequent bid for the 2020 Games.  

All cities underwent a level of intrinsic evaluation following their defeat in the bidding 

process as they looked to embed the learning from the bidding process into the 

respective policy agendas in each city and benefit from the coming together of 

previously disparate groups. According to Lauermann (2016b), the temporary and 

speculative nature of bids is convenient for city planners as they seek to differentiate 

their city from rivals in place competition and, in addition, use the momentum from bids 

to act as a catalyst for development plans. Development in both Manchester and 

Istanbul accelerated during their respective Olympic journeys with successful large 

scale infrastructural projects, especially those related to mass transportation. Fitting 

with the findings of most authors, these projects were identified in the bid 

documentation and were achieved, at least in part, following failure. It is here that 

Chicago presents an interesting case. Unlike Manchester and Istanbul, Chicago’s 

ambition to host was not necessarily based on dramatic industrial decline 

(Manchester) or a desperation to become accepted as a bona fide ‘A class’ city 

(Istanbul), nor was the bid dependent upon large infrastructural projects or facility 

building. Paradoxically, the very nature of Chicago’s bid, which was designed to 

provide a positive economic legacy (or at least not a negative one), may have impeded 

its ability to extract the maximum legacies from the failed bid. There were no projects 

on the scale of Manchester and Istanbul, there was limited partial success to be had.  

There were two legacy outcomes identified in this research that were not initially 

anticipated. These were the development of long-standing networks and the 

accumulation of political capital by member of the bid teams. Lauermann (2016b) had 

illustrated that bid committees are naturally temporary and dissolved shortly after the 

bid. However, across all of the case studies it was evident that members of bid teams 

remained in a network following the end of the bidding process and continued to exert 

influence within the city. Manchester’s case is well-researched already, but there is 

significant evidence of that a failed bid perhaps provides a longevity for a network that 

is not afforded to host cities. Typically, host cities disband the bid team and outside 

expertise is brought in to deliver the games, which of course does not occur in failed 

bid cities.  

Second, and something that requires a great deal of further research, is that bids 

appear to provide a platform for individuals to accrue a great deal of political capital. 
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Across the three cases, various bid team members have experienced: knighthoods; 

senior positions in IFs, NOCs and national sport agencies; high ranking local political 

office; national political office; chairs of prestigious organisations and senior positions 

in event consultancy companies. Both of these points require further research.  

Legacies that might be considered more negative were less common and rarely 

spanned across case studies. From the IOC’s perspective, the withdrawal of 

Manchester and (most likely) Chicago from the application process for the foreseeable 

future is not a desirable outcome. However, Manchester’s realignment of event 

priorities in part led to London becoming the sole recognised British applicant, 

culminating in the successful bid for the 2012 Games, was not resultant from a 

fractious relationship with either the IOC or its NOC. However, Chicago’s withdrawal 

from Olympic bidding circles did emanate from a more negative relationship and while 

American cities have continued to bid, reducing the pool of willing bidders should not 

be the outcome of a failed bid.  

 

8.1 Recommendations and lesson learned 

With the use of interview data, below are a set of recommendations for the IOC and 

for potential hosting cities. 

For the IOC 

 Build upon the rhetoric of Agenda 2020 and ensure that the bidding process 

becomes cheaper, more transparent and more attractive.  

 

 Many respondents felt that the voting process needs to have increase transparency 

and a reduction in political tactics. Cities should be provided with a clearer 

understanding regarding their chances. This could also include making the voting 

public in order to boost public trust. The voting process should not alienate cities 

from bidding again. Many individuals believe that the voting process needs to have 

increase transparency and a reduction in political tactics. Cities should be provided 

with a clearer understanding regarding their chances:  

Had the IOC handled different things differently with our bid, had there not been 

so much bad blood, had we not gone out in the first round or had we had a 

better understanding that we were never going to win, because that’s what we 

didn’t get, we were never going to win, we would have positioned things 

differently. We would have noted that almost every city doesn’t win on their first 

time, we would have saved money and resources, we wouldn’t have sent 

Barack Obama there, we would have not burned so many bridges and we would 

have won in 2020 (Interview #26, 2017). 

 

 There is a need for bid process reforms and overall the process needs to be less 

expensive. Interviewees felt that there should also be the opportunity for cities to 

be more creative in the bidding process, enabling them to showcase more fully 

their unique selling points. 
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 There needs to be more emphasis on developing steps to ensure learning 

opportunities occur in the case of failed bids. One interviewee said it this way, “and 

I know there’s still a lot of that sentiment in Chicago” (Interview #23, 2017). More 

specifically, “when a city loses, going through an explicit process of feedback and 

debrief and feedback, and also if asking early on, are you interested in bidding 

again and then coaching them in that process” (Interview # 23, 2017)) could be 

extremely beneficial. 

 

 Building upon the point above, the co-ordination and collaboration between failed 

bid cities and the IOC was considered desirable and this should occur throughout 

the bidding process and also after the result of the bid. 

 

That leads to co-ordination, collaboration, that is an on-going legacy in, in, in 
that community  So whether it is, you know, helping to fund something that is 
going to last from, from not in process, but you know, post election, through 
post games, as, as an environmental legacy.  So whether it’s funding that helps 
support that.  Whether it is funding that is just a catalyst to support something.  
Whether it is resources in some other way from the IOC staff.  I think there 
needs to be an active, active support and contribution to, to that.  And I think 
that would send a stronger message that this is really, really important to the 
IOC. As opposed to, what they do now, and they do, they do wonderfully is 
creating the requirement that, gee, after the games, we’re going to ask you the 
bid committee, or the organising committee to tell us about the legacies.  You 
know, you know in advance that you’re going to have to tell us something.  So 
we know you’re going to, we know you’re going do something. Right.  And it’s 
going to be positive.  And, and that’s the way they kind of push that.  Well what 
I’m suggesting is go a little bit further, and actually be a part of that from the 
very beginning (Interview # 32, 2017).    

 

To the United States Olympic Committee: 

 Changes to the domestic competition in the US are warranted. The interviewees 

seemed to understand why the process in the US is different (i.e. due the number 

of potential host city contenders) but they begrudge that the USOC pits cities 

against each other. They would like see more support and less competition. For 

example, in the domestic bid,  

there were a number of cities and it came down to Chicago and LA. And they 

picked Chicago. I mean honestly, that was a $35 million nut that nobody really 

needed to spend competing against […]. We need help from the USOC not 

competition. But I think they’ve changed that. But you know I just think that 

there’s a general, in today’s environment, with the financial challenges that 

many cities face. Particularly city cities who could support a bid, I just don’t see 

really any empathies for local elective officials to go down that path. It’s too big 

of a headache. Unless you’re LA. When you’ve already hosted it, you’ve got all 
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the things in place. You’ve got LA money. LA’s a different city, I don’t think you’d 

ever see New York or Chicago or anybody ever bid again (Interview # 26, 2017).   

 

To potential applicants: 

 Olympic Bids can bring positive outcomes to the city, but these are not automatic 

and require a clear vision of how the bid fits within existing policy programmes. 

Bids can act as catalysts for existing programmes or permit more speculative policy 

options to rise to the top of the agenda. Hence, if positive outcomes are sought, 

skilful bidding committees are required to achieve them. 

 

 Consider speculative bids. There is good evidence that speculative bids can help 

build expertise and capacity, not just in terms of sport event hosting. In addition, 

the chances of a successful bid increase through repeated bidding.  

 

 Engage local community groups from the outset. Anti-Games movements are 

notable and often arise due to groups being disenfranchised prior to event bidding. 

The bid frequently provides a voice to such groups.  

 

 Create close relationships with IFs as this will be helpful in developing a successful 

event strategy, but also several participants noted conflict between the 

expectations of IFs in terms of facilities for individual sports and sustainable 

facilities post-bid/Games.  

 

 Appoint a legacy officer: 

in considering what would be motivational to the IOC and be distinctive from 

other bids, the need for a chief legacy officer became clear. That’s a key 

takeaway for anyone bidding. They should certainly have a legacy platform and 

someone dedicated to the legacy to try to make sure that there are going to be 

positive community benefits, win or lose, for the private and public sectors.  

(Interview #23, 2017). 

 

 

 

 

8.2 Limitations 

During this research we have attempted to take a comparative approach using cities 

that represent diverse bid typologies. That said, the research could have been 

enhanced with: 

 Greater diversity of case studies, to include more recent entrants to Olympic 

bidding. 
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 A longer time span following Chicago’s bid. It was clear from the interviews that 

feelings are still raw within the city and the significance of the bid will not be 

fully understood for several years.  

 Due to the time, financial constraints and word limit for the report, there are 

numerous areas of academic work that have not been considered.  

 

 

8.3 Future Research Areas 

Linking to both the limitations and recommendations of this study, we consider there 

are still areas that are vastly under-researched. These include, but are not limited to: 

 Extending failed bid studies to include candidates for the Winter Games, 

Youth Olympic Games and those cities that are from non-western, 

democratised nations. 

 Considering the unintended legacies of successful bids 

 Analysing why cities pull out during the bidding process and hence tracking 

public support through the cycle of the bid 

 The impacts of restrictive bid process and new reforms 

 The ‘place’ of mega-event bidding within national and local policy areas. 

There is considerable divergence in which organisations/policy areas initiate 

bids and this no doubt impacts upon legacy. 
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